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Welcome!
We are excited and proud to bring 
you our 2020-21 catalogue, packed 
with purposefully written and selected 
inspirational resources.

Our team have worked tirelessly to 
bring you amazing products and value. 
Our customer service team are looking 
forward to providing you with all the 
support you need.  
Call us on 0121 458 3313  
or email sales@retoday.org.uk

New for  
2020–21 catalogue

NEW

Included in one or more 
of our bundle offers

SPECIAL 
OFFER

Supplied via email

DIGITAL 
RESOURCE

Top-selling resources  
from the last 12 months

BEST 
SELLER

Supporting e-Resources  
available to download  

after purchase

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

Essential reads for  
ITEs and NQTs

ITE 
NQT  

Title supports Spiritual,  
Moral, Social and  

Cultural Development

SMSC

Resources to support 
collective worship

COLLECTIVE 
WORSHIP

Christianity Islam Hinduism

Sikhism Judaism Buddhism

Humanism Non-religious Atheism
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Quote code WEB342 to get your discount:
Visit shop.retoday.org.uk     Call: 0121 458 3313     Email: sales@retoday.org.uk

Professional Development

GET 3 FOR 2 ON  
RECORDED WEBINARS

Keep learning from wherever you are

Are you looking for ways to continue your CPD from school or home? 
Watch a recorded webinar filled with high-quality CPD, to leave you 
feeling equipped and motivated
• 3 hours of virtual subject-

specific CPD training

• Expert RE Adviser knowledge 
and practical classroom ideas

• Downloadable resources 
to support your teaching

• Training which you can 
keep referring to 

• Recordings which could be 
shared with school staff

• Save £40,  plus the cost 
of travel

SECONDARY TOPICS
• Does wealth need to be purified? Zakat in Islam

• Promoting British Values the rule of Law

• Teaching Sunni and Shi’a Islam

• The universe proves the existence of God –  
Working with evaluation questions

• Truth and how to look for it

• What does the Qur’an really say about women and girls

• Implementing effective RE for 14-16s GCSE and Core RE

• Creativity and Critique in RE

PRIMARY TOPICS
• 5 examples of thought provoking RE for 5-11s

• Christmas in RE, beyond sheep and Santa

• Inspiring Primary RE

• Meaningful and manageable assessment for 
RE in the primary school

• Primary RE and Remembrance

• Teaching about Easter

• Teaching about Islam in primary school

SUPER SAVINGS  
ONLY £80
YOU SAVE £40, PLUS TRAVEL COSTS!



Primary subject 
leader
Empower and equip RE teachers in your school with a 
collection of high-quality RE resources. Ready to share, 
adapt and use in your classroom, these resources give 
you practical, up-to-date ways of teaching inspiring RE.

Ever wondered where to turn when colleagues or pupils 
ask questions beyond your knowledge? With a NATRE 
membership, you have a community of RE specialists 
ready to help you in your everyday RE teaching.

EYFS
Teach your youngest ones how to recognise, respect 
and respond to different religions. These engaging 
but refreshingly simple resources are ideal to use 
with EYFS children. Presenting a variety of religions 
and worldviews at EYFS stage will allow children 
to lay a foundation of knowledge in preparation for 
coming years.  

Useful resources

Useful resources

Useful resources

Primary teacher
Would you love to gain wider subject 
knowledge on religions and worldviews?  
Boost your RE classes with invigorating, 
ready-to-use classroom activities developed 
by RE specialists. Develop your own subject 
knowledge about different religions and 
worldviews to help your pupils enjoy a wider 
view in RE.

RE Today

What happens in …?

six colourful cutaways of places of worship 
A3 and electronic images with a teacher’s guide and teaching ideas

Religion & science  |  Ages 4-11

Editor  |  Julia Diamond-Conway

PLUS!
NATRE membership keeps 
you up to date with policy, 
curriculum books and high-
quality resources. 

Visit www.natre.org.uk/ 
membership to see 
available subscriptions.

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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Secondary NQT
Hit the ground running in your RE classroom with 
ready-to-use resources. Use tried and tested RE 
activities, developed by specialist advisers to give 
your pupils the quality of RE they deserve. As you 
begin to encounter challenging and deep questions 
from pupils, parents and colleagues, join a community 
of RE specialists ready to help you in your everyday RE 
teaching through a NATRE membership. 

Useful resources

Useful resources

SLT/Head 
teachers/ 
Governors
Ensure your schools, MAT or LA is delivering 
excellent RE across the board. This essential 
set of resources enables Senior Leaders to 
teach RE and fulfil legal requirements, while 
ensuring that RE is high-quality, assessable 
and informed. 

Useful resources

PLUS!
NATRE membership keeps 
you up to date with policy, 
curriculum books and high-
quality resources. 

Visit www.natre.org.uk/ 
membership to see 
available subscriptions.

Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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Secondary 
teacher
Looking for resources to help your students 
deepen their learning? Or perhaps you are a 
non-specialist teacher of RE, looking for a load 
of ideas for your classes? Boost your RE classes 
with invigorating, ready-to-use classroom 
activities developed by RE specialists. Develop 
your own subject knowledge on different 
religions and worldviews to help your students 
gain a wider view in RE. 

Getting started



PERSONA DOLLS
EYFS / KS1

    
Persona Dolls are an interactive and multi-sensory resource. They are 
a fantastic way to encourage discussion about religions from a child’s 
perspective and to build pupils’ confidence in asking questions and 
exploring aspects of different religions.

Order your persona dolls by calling our office on 0121 458 3313 
or visiting our webshop at shop.retoday.org.uk

MUSLIM GIRL PERSONA DOLL
EYFS/KS1 

The Muslim girl persona doll, is dressed traditionally in a bourkha 
and hijab, which are interchangeable. 

Order code: 160109 
Format: 80cm Tall Doll

£45.00 no discounts apply

JEWISH BOY PERSONA DOLL
EYFS/KS1 

The Jewish boy persona doll is wearing a yarmulke (skull cap)  
and tallith (prayer shawl). 

Order code: 160114 
Format: 90cm Tall Doll

£45.00 no discounts apply

SIkH BOY PERSONA DOLL
EYFS/KS1 

Explore the five Ks of Sikhism with our Sikh boy persona doll, who is 
wearing a kirpan, kangha, kacchera and kara, and his long hair (kesh) 
is covered by a rumal. 

Order code: 160116 
Format: 90cm Tall Doll

£45.00 no discounts apply

EUROPEAN GIRL PERSONA DOLL
EYFS/KS1 

You may choose to use this persona doll to explore Christianity.  
She is dressed in dungarees. 

Order code: 160118 
Format: 90cm Tall Doll

£45.00 no discounts apply

PRIMARY SUBJECT kNOWLEDGE STARTER PACK
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

      
Whether you’re new to teaching RE, have just become subject leader 
or are just looking to refresh your subject knowledge and teaching 
resources, this bundle has everything you need to build your knowledge 
and confidence. The primary subject knowledge starter pack gives 
you all the information you need to know as well as lots of classroom 
activities and teacher tips.

•  Religious Education: The Teacher’s Guide 
The essential handbook for anyone teaching RE! Split into three 
sections covering everything you need to know about subject 
leadership, RE and pupil learning and development, and religions 
and worldviews. Includes brief outlines of Buddhist, Christian, 
Hindu, Jewish, Muslim and Sikh beliefs and practices, and non-
religious worldviews.

• More than 101 Great Ideas 
More than 101 tried-and-tested practical classroom strategies to 
support SMSCD! Clearly described, and many are supported by 
photocopiable resources and templates available as a PDF download. 
A quick win to revamp your lessons and find new ways to engage 
your pupils.

• Opening up Christianity 
Take a look at some key themes of Christianity with your 4–11s, 
through stories, sacred texts, Christianity in action, Lent and Advent. 
Includes ten tips for teachers to boost your subject knowledge, as well 
as lots of classroom-ready activities and photocopiable resources. 

• Opening up Islam 
Learn about and from Islam with your pupils through creative 
storytelling, exploring pattern and shape and looking at what it means 
to be a Muslim in Britain today. Tips for teachers are given, as well as 
notes on Islamophobia and how to tackle it with pupils and staff.

• Opening up Judaism 
Lots of ideas for your 4–11s from looking at Shabbat, Rosh Hashanah 
and Yom Kippur, to studying the Synagogue and addressing the 
Holocaust sensitively. Tips for teachers, including some on diversity 
and appropriate vocabulary are provided.

• Opening up Hinduism 
Topics covered include Divali, sacred texts, and actions and 
consequences. Cross-curricular links are provided, along with lots 
of photocopiable resources and ready-to-use classroom activities 
and games. 

• Opening up Community (covers Sikhism, Buddhism and Humanism) 
Explore three religion and belief systems represented in the UK 
through teachings, stories, imagery and celebrations. Tips for teachers 
are given for representing Sikhism, Buddhism and Humanism, as well 
as plenty of classroom ideas.

Order code: 170112

£101.50  £75.00 (You save: £26.50)

Great  for subject 
leaders and NQTs!

Limited stock available.  
Once they’re gone, they’re gone! 

Seen at RE Today’s 
“Help! I’m the RE 
Subject Leader course!”

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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Get all 4  
titles for £99!
Order code: 160102

AWESOME 
OFFER!

SHARE A STORY WITH …
Lat Blaylock, Fiona Moss, Stephen Pett 
EYFS / KS1

     
Develop the stories of the children you met in Say Hello 
To … and World Faiths Jigsaw. Six children tell six great, 
interactive stories from six religions, introducing your pupils 
to their faith, festivals, important stories and their places 
of worship. 

Share A Story With … is packed full of creative and 
imaginative strategies and activities for opening up stories 
in the classroom, including freeze-frames, story maps, 
disentangling, props bag, brilliant blurb and many more. 
Accompanied by an interactive CD-ROM, the children’s 
stories are brought to life. The CD-ROM features short stories 
voiced by children and engaging activities.

Background information for each includes, their sacred text 
and/or beliefs and place of worship alongside key words and 
festivals. Photocopiable resource sheets are provided to get 
you started, as well as ideas for beginning RE with your 4–5s 
and extending it with your 6–7s.

Format: 32 page A4 paperback book with CD-ROM 
Order code: 140207  
ISBN: 9781905893928

£45.00

Gurpal:  Gurpal lives with his parents 

and his younger sister who is called Mina. 

They are part of the Sikh community. He 

tells a story of the life of the young Guru 

Nanak who grew up a Hindu, in a part of 

Northern India where there were many 

Muslims too. Guru Nanak saw all people 

as equal before God and believed that 

remembering God, working hard and 

sharing with those in need were very 

important. This story shows that he started young!

Guru Granth Sahib: The Guru 

Granth Sahib is the name given to the Sikh 

scriptures. It is written in Gurmukhi (the 

written form of Punjabi). Gurmukhi literally 

means ‘from the Guru’s mouth’ and this 

reflects the belief that the Holy Granth 

contains the actual words of the Gurus. It 

has 1430 pages and contains 5894 hymns or ragas, arranged into 

31 groupings. Each copy, regardless of size, is identical in the way 

in which the pages are laid out.  The tenth Guru, Guru Gobind 

Singh, declared that on his death there were to be no more 

earthly, human Gurus but that the holy Granth was to become 

to them the ‘living Guru in their midst’.  As a result, Sikh worship 

and ceremonies take place in its presence and it is housed and 

treated with a great deal of respect, just as a human Guru would 

be treated. 

An Akhand Path is a continuous reading of the whole of the Guru 

Granth Sahib. It takes place at festival times but can be requested 

at any time by an individual or family, who usually do so to mark a 

particular joy or sadness or in thanksgiving for a particular event. It 

takes about 48 hours to complete a reading and people attend for 

as much as they can.

Gurdwara: The word literally means ‘the door of the Guru’. Sikh 

worship can take place anywhere so long as it is in the presence 

of the Guru Granth Sahib.  A building becomes a gurdwara only 

when the scriptures are installed there. Gurdwaras vary in size and 

shape: some are purpose-built and some adapted from other uses. 

All will have a nishan sahib, the Sikh flag, on a flagpole outside, to 

signify the presence of a Sikh place of worship and langar. The focal 

point of the Darbar Sahib (prayer hall) inside the gurdwara is the 

Guru Granth Sahib. There is always a langar or kitchen from which 

food is served to all. The building is also used for classes in Punjabi 

and music and for community events.

Guru Nanak’s birthday: There are two major types 

of festival in the Sikh tradition: a mela or fair, like Baisakhi 

in April which celebrates the founding of the Sikh Khalsa; 

and a gurpurb which is a festival which celebrates an 

anniversary connected with the birth or death of one of 

the Sikh gurus.

The birthday of Guru Nanak, the first Sikh Guru, is 

celebrated each year in November.  An Akhand Path 

(continuous reading of the scriptures) will take place and 

people will make a special effort to attend. The langar will 

be busy serving food, and games might well be organised 

at the gurdwara.

Sikh: Sikh means ‘disciple’ or ‘learner’. Wearing the 

5Ks is something that all Khalsa Sikhs do. A Khalsa Sikh 

is one who has taken part in the amrit ceremony of 

commitment. Many Sikhs who have not taken part in this 

ceremony also wear the 5Ks. The 5Ks are – Kesh – long 

uncut hair; Kangha – comb; Kara – bangle; Kirpan – 

sword; and Kachera – undershorts. In the West some Sikh 

men have started to cut their hair and shave their beards. 

The Khanda is an important symbol for Sikhs – it 

reminds them of the eternal nature of God (the circle) 

and that they should be willing to stand up for what is 

right (the kirpan).

Some background information

Gurpal and the Sikh story:

ideas and resources

Using Gurpal and the Sikh story

Activity 1: Guided story
Activity 3: Story map

Activity 2: Senses

Guided stories are ways of getting children to listen 

closely and use their imagination to enter into the 

story. It helps them to picture the scene and reflect 

on what is happening. 

Guided stories start with a stilling activity. Some 

children may feel uncomfortable closing their eyes, 

so you could ask them to look down so that they 

do not disturb other children.

Use the example stilling activity from p.3, and the 

text of the guided story version of Guru Nanak and 

the Money from p.28.

After the guided story, ask children to 

a  draw a picture of the end of the story from their

imagination

b  talk about what they think happened next

c  talk about the reaction of Guru Nanak’s dad (tell

them he was very angry) 

d  think about the quotation from Guru Nanak in

the story: ‘The mouth of the poor person is the 

treasure chest of God.’ What do children think 

this means?

Encourage children to use their senses as they 

listen to the story. You could ask different groups 

of children to focus on one sense each: one group 

focusing on what they could see if they were in the 

story, another on what they could hear, or taste 

or touch in the story. The most difficult is smell, so 

you might give this one to your most imaginative 

children!

Afterwards give them a record sheet so that they 

can draw or write what they sensed – what two 

things caught their eyes/ears/tastebuds, and so on?

Use this approach when exploring an image or a 

video clip of the gurdwara, especially the langar or 

kitchen, which is where Gurpal likes to eat with his 

friends and family!

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/sikh-

food/490.html

Provide the children with a timeline of the story 

from p.29. Tell them this is the story map.  

Ask them to point (for younger children) or write 

on the story map where Guru Nanak feels happy, or 

sad, or puzzled; where a big decision had to be taken; 

where something good or bad had happened. Do this 

for Guru Nanak’s friends, for the homeless people he 

meets, and for his father. Where is someone hungry, 

or full, or angry, or excited?

Some of these will have correct answers, even if 

there is more than one possible answer. You might 

like to extend this by asking a few questions where 

there are no specific correct answers, such as 

‘Where is the most important part of the story?’  

Ask the children to use their story map to retell the 

story to another child, perhaps someone who has 

not heard the story before.  

Don’t forget to talk about what happens next, and 

why this is an important story for Gurpal.

Activity 4: Filling in the gaps

Most stories that we tell do not give every single 

detail of what happens, otherwise the stories would 

be ridiculously long and complex. Instead, when 

we tell stories we leave bits out, making little leaps 

between one event and the next.  

Give children in pairs or threes a couple of the 

scenes from Gurpal’s story. Ask them to describe, 

draw or act out what happens between the scenes. 

Ask them to talk about what the characters might be 

thinking or feeling, and why.

Sometimes the gaps are there because they are not 

so important to the narrative, but for the people 

in the story these are moments where they have a 

chance to think. For example, imagine what Guru 

Nanak was thinking after he left the poor people 

in slide 5 and arrived at the market in slide 6. Think 

about how his father might react after hearing Guru 

Nanak’s side of the story: would it take him long to 

calm down, or would he be pleased with his son’s 

generosity?

26
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ON YOUR CD

A LOOk INSID
E

SAY HELLO TO …
Pamela Draycott 
EYFS

     
Meet Arun, Mary, Nita, Ruth, Ahmed and Gurpal! Say Hello 
To … introduces your EYFS pupils to six children from 
different faith backgrounds and allows them to encounter 
their beliefs and practices. Background information is given 
for each of the children, and their stories are provided 
electronically on the CD-ROM. This resource offers practical 
ideas and strategies to encourage speaking, listening 
and reflection.

Format: 24 page A4 paperback book with CD-ROM 
Order code: 0437  
ISBN: 9781904024811

£33.00

WORLD FAITHS JIGSAW
EYFS

     
World Faiths Jigsaw helps pupils make connections between 
faith, holy books, symbols, places of worship and festivals for 
each of the six principal faiths of the UK. The jigsaw features 
the children pupils meet in Say Hello To … and Share A 
Story With …

Format: Jigsaw 
Order code: 9913

£7.50

ON YOUR CD

BEST 
SELLER

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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BIG WORLD, BIG IDEAS:  
RELIGION AND SCIENCE
Julia Diamond-Conway 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

 
Big world, big ideas gives your pupils the opportunity to find 
out more about how both science and religion work, and the 
relationship between the two. It is packed with activities and 
resources to enhance both your RE and science curriculums 
as well as providing valuable opportunities for cross-
curricular learning.

Big world, big ideas allows pupils to investigate topics including:

• Whether science and religion are complementary 
or contradictory

• Scientific and religious ideas about miracles

• Creation

• Evolution, including looking at the stories of Mary Anning 
and Charles Darwin

• Environmental issues

Format: Paperback book 
Order code: 190205 
ISBN: 9781910261408

£25.00

TALKING PICTURES
Fiona Moss, Stephen Pett 
EYFS / KS1

  
Talking Pictures is a visual learning resource featuring rich, evocative 
images relating to Christianity, Islam and Judaism which supports 4–7s 
in learning from religion by talking. 

Each of the 31 picture cards has notes on its reverse which include 
questions to engage pupils, develop their knowledge and encourage 
them to think more deeply. Information for teachers is also shown, 
ensuring you have background information to hand when you need it. 

The accompanying booklet gives you 45 teaching and learning 
activities for your 4–7s, including four ways of helping lower-
achieving children and four ways to stretch high-achieving children. 
Easily compare any two images on the CD-ROM, and build on the 
strategies provided for using images with your pupils. 

Talking Pictures is designed as a classroom-ready resource – just open 
the pack and go!

Order code: 120301  
ISBN: 9781905893584

£30.00

WHAT HAPPENS IN …?
Julia Diamond-Conway (Editor),  
Sophie Hardwicke (Illustrator) 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

     
This resource is perfect for teaching 4  –11-year-olds about places 
of worship, and linking across the curriculum to SMSC, English 
and art and design. What happens in …? provides 12 innovative 
teaching ideas to help pupils explore places of worship and to think 
about their significance for believers. They make connections with 
the lives of pupils by focusing on ideas such as peace, service and 
purpose.  Activities accompany six colourful illustrations offering 
cutaway images of a:

• Buddhist centre

• Baptist church

• Gurdwara

• Mandir

• Mosque

• Synagogue

Each A3 illustration comes with key words and definitions on the 
reverse. This pack also includes free electronic access to these images 
so that they can easily be used in your classroom on the IWB and 
printed off for pupils. 

Format: Six A3 posters, A4 paperback guidebook 
Order code: 180112 
ISBN: 9781910261309

£27.50
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NEW

RE Today

What happens in …?

six colourful cutaways of places of worship 
A3 and electronic images with a teacher’s guide and teaching ideas

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS
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GOD AND THE ENVIRONMENT:  WHERE COULD PEOPLE FIT IN?

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

• This unit focuses on the environment, and ways in which faith might affect Christians’ actions and concerns for it.

• In mainstream Christian belief, the world was created by God and was created good. Humans are part of this creation and can nurture their relationships with God, the rest of humanity and the rest of creation. Many see the health of all these relationships as interdependent.
• There is an increasing focus on modern environmental issues in Christianity, partially due to increased awareness about how both actions and inactions can impact the earth, which is seen as God’s creation. More Christian theology now acknowledges these issues, and there have been some big initiatives such as A Rocha’s Eco-Church scheme and the Greenbelt Festival going plastic-free. Not every Christian sees modern environmental issues as a big focus in Christianity, but for others their religion and these issues go hand in hand. 

• Genesis 1:26–28 includes information that humankind should ‘rule over’ fish, birds and animals and ‘subdue’ the earth. Over time, certain interpretations of this passage have understood it to mean that people can treat the earth with less respect than it needs. This has led to both the earth being damaged in some ways and to some people thinking that Christianity does not care for the earth. But many Christians would see this passage of Genesis as instructing them to look after the 

earth with love, kindness and wisdom. Important to this is the understanding that the earth belongs to and is a gift from God.

• Pupils will be able to explore how one Christian family (the Macdonalds) take environmental concerns seriously because of their faith and how this affects their actions both at home and in church. Pupils will look at advice given by the organisation Green Christian on how to look after earth, especially in light of the belief that it is God’s creation.  
• At the end of the unit pupils will be invited to think about how people respond to environmental issues, using the idea of Earth Overshoot Day as a stimulus. This is the calendar date each year on which humans have used up the amount of earth’s resources that the planet has the proper capacity to regenerate that year. 

• Strong links can be made between this unit and the Science National Curriculum; in particular: animals, including humans; seasonal changes; and living things and their habitats.
• At the start of this unit, pupils may have the opportunity to use pooters to investigate small creatures living in habitats. If so, please promote a good ethical attitude towards these creatures, who should be treated as carefully as possible and replaced into their natural habitat as soon as observations have been made.

Green Christian: this has 
been designed with older 
pupils in mind, although 
younger children might enjoy 
finding out about the ‘7 Rs’.

Environment exploring: 
please tailor this to your 
pupils’ Science curriculum 
where possible.

Other activities have been 
designed to be adapted for 
different age ranges; for 
example, younger pupils may 
enjoy designing a gift in ‘The 
human effect’, but may need 
to do this as a whole class to 
meet the specifications.

• How can humans 
have an impact on the 
environment?

• Why might Christians want 
to care for the world?

• How can and do  
people respond to 
environmental issues?

• Visit www.retoday.org.uk/ 
bigworldbigideas for the 
following:

• links to Christian 
organisations that address 
environmental issues

• a film showing how 
human beings can affect 
the environment 

• information about Earth 
Overshoot Day

• details of Dials by the 
Woodland Trust, pupils 
could use these to help 
explore habitats

AGE-RANGE  
SUGGESTIONS

 
BIG IDEAS

 
ERESOURCES
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Photocopiable by purchasing institutions

Fossils show us about some animals in the same family as Pakicetus. They lived thousands of years later and were called ‘Ambulocetus’. They spent lots of time in the water but still went onto land sometimes for a rest. Their legs were well adapted to water and were short and broad with webbed feet. ‘Ambulocetus’ means ‘walking whale’.

Groups of animals never stop changing. Later than the ‘walking whale’, there were other animals in the family. They were called ‘Rodhocetus’, meaning ‘barely walking whale’. They went onto land, but their back legs were too small to carry them well and other animals could catch them quickly. So they spent most time in water, where they were strong.

WHERE  
DOES LIFE 

COME FROM?
FROM LAND TO SEA;  
EVOLUTION OF THE 

WHALE

Whales have many features showing their link to land animals. For example, they are warm-blooded mammals who must swim to the surface of the 
water to take a breath of air. Their bodies have changed since Pakicetus, and they can now easily swim and live in water. The changes did not happen all 
at once or by magic. They happened little by little over a long time through some creatures being born whose bodies were slightly better for living in the 
water. These creatures found it easier to stay alive and could have babies that had bodies just like theirs. Eventually, all living members of this family were 
those with bodies that were better for living in water. Those born without the helpful changes had not survived. We call this ‘natural selection’.

There are fossils of a relative of Pakicetus, called ‘Dorudon’, that lived even later. They never went on land. Over thousands of years their front legs had evolved into flippers that helped them swim. They did not use their tiny back legs, so over a long time these became smaller and smaller until …

… the tiny legs almost disappeared altogether on modern whales. Some modern whales have tiny leg bones inside their bodies that help show us that once, millions of years ago, their ancestors walked on land. Inside their flippers are arm, wrist and finger bones, just like those of Pakicetus that lived long ago.

Do you know what this animal is? You could actually call it an early whale! Although whales today live in water, they evolved over a very long time from land animals with four legs who were about the same size as goats, just like the creature in the picture. They could run and jump, lived near water and had sharp teeth. These animals were often found in India and Pakistan, so we call this type of animal ‘Pakicetus’. Over a long time, some relations of Pakicetus began to spend more time in the water, perhaps to hide from predators, or maybe to catch and eat creatures living in the water.
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HOW WAS  
THE WORLD 

MADE
A CREATION STORY 

FROM THE BIBLE

So how was the earth created? 

By God’s voice! God said, 

‘Let there be light!’ Just like 

that, there was light! God saw 

that the light was good. God 

separated light from darkness. 

God called the light ‘day’ and 

darkness ‘night’. This was the 

very first day of the world.

On the world’s second day 

ever, God’s voice created 

something else very 

important. It created the 

sky! It did this by separating 

the waters. Below the sky 

there was a huge ocean 

of water. There was also 

water above the sky too.

The next day was the third day. God 

made the water gather together in 

some places and dry land appear 

in others. God named this dry land 

‘earth’ and the water ‘seas’. Then 

God said, ‘Plants’, and plants of 

all kinds were created! Tall trees, 

beautiful flowers, green grass, grain 

… God saw all this was really good.

God said, ‘Lights in the sky’ and 

it happened! Which lights do you 

think these were? They were the 

sun, moon and stars. God put 

them in the sky to give light to 

the earth and separate day from 

night. God also put them there 

to help with days, seasons and 

years. This was the fourth day.

Then God said that the water 

should be full of living things. 

So sea animals were created 

from the hugest swimming 

creature to the tiniest. God 

also said that birds should fly 

in the air. So, you’ve guessed 

it, birds were created that 

could fly in the sky. God 

saw that this was good.

On the sixth day, God said, ‘Let 

the earth be filled with animals.’ 

So animals were made. Tame 

ones, wild ones, small ones, large 

ones, those that crawl, those 

that walk. Then God created 

something incredibly special: 

human beings! Humans to live 

on the earth and care for it. 

God looked at everything. It 

was all so very good indeed. 

By the seventh day, God had finished creating the sky and earth and 

everything in them. So what do you think God did? 

Creating everything had been work. On the seventh day God rested from the 

work of creation and made this day a holy day. This was important! It showed 

all people the value of taking time to rest regularly and enjoy God’s creation.
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RELIGION AND SCIENCE HALL OF FAME WHAT ARE MIRACLES?
Check out these eight people. What do they have in common?  They all followed a religion, but scientific ideas were important to them too. 

FLORENCE 
NIGHTINGALE

was a Christian. She 
believed God wanted her 
to help others who were 
suffering or miserable, 
so she became a nurse. 
Her scientific work helped 
doctors and nurses to 
understand more about 
how to care for the sick.

AVICENNA 

lived in Persia and was 
born in 980 CE, more 
than a thousand years 
ago! Nowadays, we call 
Persia Iran. Avicenna 
is known as the father 
of early modern 
medicine. He was a 
talented physicist and 
mathematician too. 
Avicenna was a Muslim. 
As well as helping 
people’s understanding 
about medicine, he also 
affected many people’s 
thinking about God. He 
worked hard to try to 
prove that God exists 
and created the world. 
Avicenna’s medical books 
were used in the Middle 
East, Asia and Europe for 
about 700 years.

CARL FEIT 

works to find out about 
disease. His work can help 
people understand more 
about a type of disease 
and how to cure it. Carl 
lives in America and his 
religion is Judaism. He 
teaches people about 
both science and Judaism. 

HILDEGARD  
OF BINGEN

lived around a thousand 
years ago in Germany. 
Christianity was very 
powerful in Europe when 
Hildegard was alive, and 
she became a Christian 
nun. This meant she 
devoted her life entirely 
to God. Hildegard was 
fascinated by the natural 
world and spent time 
studying it. She wrote 
important books based 
on her scientific work of 
creating medicine from 
herbs and other natural 
products. Hildegard 
believed that God had 
given humans an amazing 
planet full of riches, and 
that we can use our 
intelligence to work out 
how best to use all God’s 
natural gifts. She has been 
made a Catholic saint.

VARADARAJA  
V. RAMAN 

is a Hindu who is an 
expert in Hindu studies. 
He is also a science 
professor. Varadaraja 
writes about both 
science and religion. He 
says that both religion 
and science try to 
answer big questions 
that puzzle people.

GEORGES  
LEMAÎTRE

who was born in 1894 
and died in 1966, was 
a Catholic priest in 
Belgium, where he taught 
at a Catholic university. 
Georges was also a 
famous physicist and 
mathematician. Using 
mathematics, he showed 
that the universe was not 
staying the same size, 
but was growing larger. 
This idea led to the Big 
Bang theory. Georges 
was honoured by the 
Catholic Church because 
his work has helped 
people to understand 
more about the universe. 
His ideas also helped the 
understanding of the 
scientific community.

JENNIFER  
WISEMAN 

is a type of scientist who 
helps us to find out more 
about space. Jennifer is a 
Christian. When she looks 
at space she sees stars, 
planets and galaxies that 
are awesome, and they 
make her think that God 
is amazing.  

GURDEV SINGH 
KHUSH 

is a Sikh who was born in 
1935 in India. He studied 
agriculture at university. 
Agriculture focuses on 
how crops grow. Gurdev’s 
work in agriculture has 
been used to help farmers 
feed millions of people. 
He has devoted his life to 
studying crops such as 
rice to find out what stops 
them growing and how to 
prevent this. He has won 
many scientific awards for 
his contribution to food 
production. It is believed 
his work has helped 
prevent millions of people 
dying of starvation. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
• In this unit pupils will consider the concept of miracles and look at a miracle story from the Bible. 
• A miracle is something that is entirely outside of ordinary life experiences – an amazing and positive event that works differently to the usual laws of nature.
• Miracles appear in both the Old and the New Testaments.
• In the New Testament there are 35 miracles described that were performed by Jesus. Christians believe that miracles show God’s power and also God’s love, care and plans for the world. 
• There are different types of miracles recorded from the time of Jesus, including healing miracles and those where God (through Jesus) seems to show power over nature. An example of the latter type is the miracle of Jesus walking on water. Over half of the miracles recorded in the Gospels are healing miracles.

• Many Christians see the miracles of Jesus as showing that he was the Son of God, and showing some of the power of God. The Gospels’ writers included them in their books to show Jesus was more than just a man, and also to show what they believed God is like. 
• Miracles in the Bible’s New Testament are not only performed by Jesus but also John and Peter, two of the disciples, and Paul, one of the first Christians. In the Old Testament, the Red Sea parts for Moses and the Israelites and manna (food) is provided for them while they are in the wilderness.

• Timing is a crucial element to some miracles recorded in the Bible and the parting of the Red Sea can be understood a good illustration of this. For example, there 

may be a scientific explanation including a strong wind pushing some water away from a shallow area, making it safer to cross. What makes this miraculous is that it happened at the exact point in time that the Children of Israel needed to escape.
• Miracles appear in the Qur’an, including miracles  of Jesus. For example, the Qur’an tells the story of  the healing of a leper, which also occurs in the  New Testament.
• A number of Christians do not necessarily think all of the Biblical miracle stories happened literally, while others do think these miracles were real events. However, the majority agree that the miracle stories convey many important things about Jesus’ identity, nature and power.

• Many Christians believe that, through the power of the Holy Spirit, miracles can happen today. Miraculous events today can often prompt people to consider the existence of God. 
• Older pupils will consider the true story of a medical doctor, Claire, who believes in both the power of science to heal and the power of God to heal, and does not consider those views to be incompatible. She is not unusual. Claire studied Natural Sciences, did research into cancer and then became a doctor. She currently works in a hospital and plans to become a GP.

• The Christian Medical Fellowship (CMF) was formed in 1949. Over 4,000 UK doctors and 800 UK medical students are members, and there are likely many more who work in the medical profession who profess a Christian faith without CMF membership.

All pupils can study the 
miracle story and discuss 
what a miracle is. The sorting 
activity provided is designed 
for older pupils. Teachers of 
younger pupils could create a 
simpler sorting activity using 
fewer cards. 

The section ‘Do modern 
miracles happen?’ is 
designed for older pupils.

• What is a miracle?
• What are the different 

ideas about whether 
miracles happen or not?

• How can a medical 
professional believe in  
both medicine and 
miracles of 
God?

Visit www.retoday.org.uk/
bigworldbigideas for the 
following:
• a site showing easy 

magic tricks 
• a larger version of the 

cards from the ‘What is a 
miracle?’ activity on p. 14

• a link to the Never Off 
Topic website, which has a 
series of lesson ideas and 
information on science 
and religion generally, and 
miracles in particular

• a link to RE Quest, which 
offers information and film 
clips on miracles 
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INSPIRING RE: 
CHRISTIANS
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

This book looks at what being 
a Christian really means 
to some of the billions of 
Christians around the world. 
With an amazing variety of 
starter activities, resources 
and ideas for teaching about Christians across the age 
range, from Christian diversity to the Reformation 
and spirited play, your pupils will explore the birth of 
Jesus and incarnation, approach the Lord’s Prayer 
interactively through art, music, discussion and writing, 
find out about Easter across the globe and much more. 
An ideal set of materials to support teaching about 
Christian people in the primary school.

Order code: 180301 
ISBN: 9781910261347 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

INSPIRING RE:  
MUSLIMS
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

This title looks at what being 
a Muslim really means to 
some of the approximately 
2.8 million Muslims living 
in Britain today. We look 
at prayer mats, the key 
celebration of Eid-ul-Fitr and the concept of Ibadah. 
Pupils will consider different aspects of sacred text, 
and Hadith related to both women and education, and 
they can also find out about the educational activist 
Malala Yousafzai.

Order code: 170301 
ISBN: 9781910261224 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

INSPIRING RE:  
LIVING WITHOUT 
GOD
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

  
Explore living without God, 
which is what millions of 
people in Britain do every 
day. Your pupils will look at 
different reasons for belief 
and non-belief and encounter non-religious stories 
and ceremonies. Dos and don’ts for the teacher are 
provided, along with lots of classroom activities and 
photocopiable resources.

Order code: 180101 
ISBN: 9781910261279 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

INSPIRING RE: 
INSPIRATIONAL 
PEOPLE
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

   
Inspirational people 
are many and varied, 
religious and non-religious, 
contemporary and from long 
ago. In this book we look at 
religious figures (leaders, messengers or prophets), 
religious leaders past and present and people who 
put their beliefs into action in the way they live (e.g. 
Jo Cox, Christine Ohuruogu, Malala Yousafzai and Dr 
Hany El Banna). Substantial suggestions for teaching 
about Christians, Sikhs, Muslims and Jewish people 
are included.

Order code: 180201 
ISBN: 9781910261316 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

INSPIRING RE PRIMARY RE SERIES 
Fiona Moss, Julia Diamond-Conway

Inspiring RE is our latest primary curriculum book series for classroom teachers and subject leaders. Each title is practical, 
engaging and encouraging, aspiring to support and improve the teaching of RE in the classroom and across the whole 
school. Throughout each book, essential background knowledge for the teacher is provided, allowing you to boost your 
own subject knowledge as well as your pupils’. 

Each title contains:

Ready Steady RE – a two-page introduction to the book with suggestions for lesson starters

five units, 5–6 pages each – each unit has background knowledge, assessment guides, essential knowledge and eResources

a progression grid, or a ‘dos and don’ts’ for the topic

Photocopiable pages and classroom activities are provided throughout each book, and essential knowledge for pupils is 
flagged at the start of each unit. 

Format: 32 page paperback books

£10.00 each

Join today
NATRE members receive the latest book in this series each term, as well as having 
FREE online access to additional resources via the NATRE member area. 

Visit www.natre.org.uk/membership to find out more or email admin@natre.org.uk 
to join today!

Every title in the  
series includes:

  
Background 
knowledge for 
the teacher

 
Essential  
knowledge for  
the pupil

Activity

1   
Classroom  
activities

 
Assessment 
suggestions  
and ideas

 
Opportunities 
for continuous 
provision and next 
steps in learning

  
Additional 
eResources for 
NATRE members
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Get the entire Inspiring 
RE Series for only £80
For exceptional subject 
knowledge, why not get 
the entire collection of 
Inspiring RE curriculum 
books on special offer? 
Order code: 200136 
Format: 9 x 32 page paperback books

£80 (you save £10)

INSPIRING RE:  
BIG QUESTIONS
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

     
This book provides an 
array of inspiring teaching 
strategies and resources for 
helping primary-aged pupils 
to explore those thought-
provoking ‘big questions’ 
that are important to people from many religious and 
non-religious backgrounds. The puzzling questions 
addressed use examples from a range of religious 
and non-religious worldviews and give pupils 
opportunities to consider different responses.

Order code: 200120 
ISBN: 978-1-910261-59-0 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

INSPIRING RE: 
HINDUS
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Inspiring RE: Hindus 
supports teachers with 
strategies to provide 
knowledge and insight 
about the Hindu community 
through learning about the 
Aum symbol, Dharma or Religious duty, worship, 
stories of Rama and Sita, creation and some of 
the deities.

Order code: 190305 
ISBN: 978-1-910261-52-1 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

INSPIRING RE:  
SIkHS
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

This book contains a 
wide range of teaching 
ideas that will develop 
pupils’ knowledge and 
understanding as they 
explore Sikhism from its 
origins to Sikhs living today. Find out about the 
gurdwara, discover stories of Guru Nanak and their 
importance for Sikh people, explore what it means to 
be a British Sikh today and consider the importance 
of sewa. Packed full of practical classroom activities, 
this is a must-have for anyone teaching 4–11s 
about Sikhs.

Order code: 190101 
ISBN: 9781910261361 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

INSPIRING RE:  
JEWISH PEOPLE
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Inspiring RE: Jewish 
People offers a range 
of thoughtfully of well 
resourced, knowledge-rich 
and inspiring teaching 
strategies to teach 
about the Jewish community showing diversity, 
sharing significant artefacts, celebrations, shabbat, 
pilgrimage festivals and attitudes to the Torah with 
perspectives from Orthodox, Reform and Secular 
Jewish communities. Clear guidance on subject 
knowledge for pupils and teachers is provided, as are 
opportunities to create and taste celebration food. 

Order code: 190209 
ISBN: 9781910261453 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

INSPIRING RE:  
RIGHT AND 
WRONG
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

      
This title provides a variety 
of well-resourced and 
inspiring strategies for 
teaching about moral and 
ethical decision-making in 
the primary school. Examples are given from a variety 
of religions and non-religious worldviews to consider 
how decisions about what is right and what is wrong 
are made.

Order code: 190201 
ISBN: 9781910261385 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00
ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

NEW

NEW

COMING SOON: Big Questions in Classrooms
The new termly curriculum series from RE 
Today is part of a wider project called Big 
Questions in Classrooms, funded by the 
Templeton World Charity Foundation. 
Each book takes a topic or theme that is a regular 
part of RE and explores it from the perspective of 
two disciplines. 

In the most interactive and cross-subject series to date, 
pupils will encounter and explore a range of disciplines: 
including theology, sociology, psychology, natural sciences 
and philosophy. 

Series title: Big questions, big answers

6 Exciting books will provide high quality, supportive, 
knowledge rich, creative teaching and learning resources 
and strategies for use in the primary classroom. Prepare 
to cover: Investigating God, Investigating Worldviews, 
Investigating Religion and the Environment, Investigating 
Worship, Investigating How People Live, and Investigating 
Good and Evil. 

Book 1: Investigating God

• This book aims to increase teacher and pupil 
subject knowledge particularly focusing on four 
worldviews: Non-religious, Christian, Hindu and Muslim. 

• This book focuses on the concept of God through a 
psychological and a theological lens. 

• Pupils will act as psychological and theological 
investigators guided by our academic experts.

Book 2: Investigating Worldviews

• What is a worldview? How does your religious or non- 
religious worldview affect how you celebrate particular 
festivals or treat the environment or live your life? 

• This book focuses on the concept of God through a 
sociological and a religious studies lens. 

• Pupils will act as sociological and religious studies 
investigators into the festival of Christmas, with 
a separate investigation into how a worldview 
affects dress.
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OPENING UP PRIMARY RE SERIES
Joyce Mackley, Fiona Moss

This series opens up exciting ways of working with beliefs 
and big questions with 4–11s and provides practical and 
easy-to-use activities to develop good learning in a wide 
range of contexts. Each 32 page book offers a variety of 
curriculum approaches and supports the subject leader in 
planning and delivering excellent RE.

Full details of each title and sample pages 
can be found on our webshop:  
shop.retoday.org.uk

Additional downloads are available to 
NATRE members.

Format: 32 page paperback books

£9.50 each

RE Ideas: God 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

   
Order code: 130306 
ISBN: 9781905893768

RE Ideas: Sacred Places 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

  
Order code: 140101 
ISBN: 9781905893850

RE Ideas: Spiritual Development 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

   
Order code: 140205 
ISBN: 9781905893881

RE Ideas: Christmas 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Order code: 140301 
ISBN: 9781905893904

RE Ideas: Fairness and Justice 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

  
Order code: 150101 
ISBN: 9781905893980

RE Ideas: Literacy 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

    
Order code: 150201 
ISBN: 9781910261019

RE IDEAS PRIMARY RE SERIES
Fiona Moss

This series of primary curriculum books provides teachers 
with planned units and practical strategies to enable 
learning about and from religions and beliefs. Each 32 page 
book is rich in artwork and photographs to engage your 
pupils, and includes background information for the teacher, 
assessment for learning, essential knowledge for pupils, 
resource sheets and links to other curriculum subjects.

RE Ideas uses drama, debate, storytelling, 
art, play, enquiry and visual learning 
to explore each topic in the series and 
provide practical learning activities for 
use with 4  –11s. 

Additional downloads are available to NATRE members.

Format: 32 page paperback books

£10.00 each

Editor Fiona Moss

Primary R E
RE Today

RE IDEAS

Jesus

Editor Fiona Moss

Primary RE
RE Today

RE IDEAS

Expressive Arts

Editor Fiona Moss

Primary RE
RE Today

RE IDEAS

Journey

Editor Fiona Moss

Primary RE
RE Today

RE IDEAS

Community

RE Ideas: Sacred Words 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

    
Order code: 150301 
ISBN: 9781910261033

RE Ideas: Jesus 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Order code: 160101 
ISBN: 9781910261118

RE Ideas: Expressive Arts 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

  
Order code: 160206 
ISBN: 9781910261156

RE Ideas: Journey 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

   
Order code: 160327 
ISBN: 9781910261064

RE Ideas: Community 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

   
Order code: 170102 
ISBN: 9781910261194

RE Ideas: Celebration 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

     
Order code: 170201 
ISBN: 9781910261200

Opening up Values 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

    
Order code: 0933 
ISBN: 9781905893300

Opening up Islam 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Order code: 100101 
ISBN: 9781905893331

Opening up Belonging 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

   
Order code: 100201 
ISBN: 9781905893362

Opening up Hinduism 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Order code: 100301 
ISBN: 9781905893386

Opening up Easter 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Order code: 110101 
ISBN: 9781905893461

Opening up Respect 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

    
Order code: 110205 
ISBN: 9781905893515

Opening up Judaism 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Order code: 110301 
ISBN: 9781905893553

Opening up Christianity 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Order code: 120113 
ISBN: 9781905893485

Opening up Creativity 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

  
Order code: 120205 
ISBN: 9781905893591

Opening up Community 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

  
Order code: 120302 
ISBN: 9781905893621

Opening up Thankfulness 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

  
Order code: 130101 
ISBN: 9781905893713

Opening up Promises 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

   
Order code: 130203 
ISBN: 9781905893737
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GET THE WHOLE 
SERIES FOR £90

ORDER CODE: 
170205

SPECIAL OFFER
GET THE WHOLE 
SERIES FOR £90
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130210



BIG, BIG QUESTIONS  
(BOOK AND CD)
Stephen Fischbacher, Lat Blaylock, Fiona Moss 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Big, Big Questions uses 12 Fischy Music songs as a catalyst to help 
explore and reflect on some key RE themes. This resource features 
classroom activities to use alongside each song to help children to 
articulate deep feelings and thoughts through investigation, creativity 
and reasoning. Connections to the Christian community and to 
Christian scripture are made throughout.

Many teachers also like to use this resource for collective worship.

Format: 82 page A4 paperback book and CD 
Order code: 150112 
ISBN: 9780993165207

£33.00 no discounts apply

THE LION STORYTELLER BIBLE
Lion Hudson – Bob Hartman, Krisztina Kallai Nagy 
KS1

The Lion Storyteller Bible includes over 70 stories from the Bible, 
retold for children and great for reading out loud with your pupils. It 
also features hints and tips for storytelling from Bob Hartman, as well 
as four CDs of narrated stories.

Format: 160 page hardback book and CDs 
Order code: 160104 
ISBN: 9780745964331

£15.99 no discounts apply
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The Tall Tower

God looked. Something was happening in the land of Shinar.

God listened. And this is what he heard:

‘Hey, you,’ called a tall man. ‘Throw me a brick.’

‘Here you go,’ snorted a short man, ‘and could you 

pass me that axe?’

From all over the world, they had come – tall people, 

short people, fat people, thin people, all kinds of people. 

And they were building a tower!

Up, up, up they went. Stirring mortar. Making bricks. 

And hauling them high into the sky.

It was a big job. It was hard work. So it was a good thing they 

all spoke the same language – at least they could understand 

each other.

God looked and God listened again. This is what he heard:

‘Say,’ asked a fat man, ‘why are we building this tower 

anyway?’

‘It’s simple,’ grinned a thin man. ‘When we are finished 

this will be the tallest tower in the whole world.

‘People will pass by, look at it and be amazed. We’ll be 

more famous than the greatest king. We’ll be more important 

than God himself!’

Now when God heard that, he jumped! And then he smiled.

‘More important than me?’ he chuckled. ‘We’ll see about 

that.’
That’s when God decided to play the world’s first trick.  

Did he wave his hand? Did he say some special words? 

Or did he just think it into happening? No one knows. 

But the next time God listened, this is what he heard:

‘Hey, you,’ called the tall man, ‘pass me some mortar.’

‘Fortwort?’ snorted the short man. ‘Hort mort a bortle.’ 

(Which means something like, ‘What did you 

say? I can’t understand you.’)

God chuckled again. He was enjoying 

this. So he listened some more.

‘Excuse me,’ asked the fat man, ‘could I 

borrow your hammer?’

But the thin man didn’t have a clue what 

he meant. ‘Hub-wub?’ he asked. ‘Flub-bub-a-gubble.’ 

(Which means something like, ‘What? You’re not making 

sense.’)
And so it was, all over the tower. Instead of one 

language, there were suddenly hundreds. The workers 

couldn’t understand each other. How could they go on?

So down, down, down they climbed, dropping their 

tools as they went. Then they babbled off in every 

direction, leaving the tower half-finished, half-done.

And whenever people passed by they were not amazed. 

No: some sniggered, some pointed and some even said, 

‘Flep-nepp, shlepp-rep-a-zepp.’ (Which means something 

like, ‘See, those men weren’t more important than God 

after all.’)

17
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more members of your family than there are bits of earth on that ground.’What did Abraham do? He chuckled, that’s what. He giggled, he chortled, he laughed! ‘Me and my wife have children?’ he cackled. ‘We’re much too old for that!’
But God wasn’t joking. ‘You will, indeed, have a son,’ he said. ‘And through your family, I will do something wonderful for the world!’So Abraham trusted God, and it wasn’t long before God sent three messengers to visit him. Abraham was very kind to them. He washed their feet, which was the polite thing to do in those days. Then he served them fresh baked bread and a creamy beef stew. It was delicious! And as the visitors were patting their tummies and wiping their mouths, they said, ‘We will be back next year and when we return, Sarah will give birth to a son!’

Someone giggled. Someone chortled. Someone laughed. But it wasn’t Abraham this time. It was Sarah, who had been listening in the tent nearby!
And, the next year, when God’s promise came true and the baby was born, there was laughter again. So much laughter, in fact, that ‘Laughter’ is what they decided to call their son. For that is what the name ‘Isaac’ means.

God’s Frie    nd
Abr aham was rich. He had lots of servants to do his work for him. He had lots of camels and sheep. And he lived with his wife in a very nice place called Haran.
One day, God spoke to Abraham.‘I want you to leave Haran,’ he said. ‘Because I have a better place for you to live.’
Now Abraham might have said something like, ‘Where?’ or ‘How far?’ or ‘Thank you very much, but I’m quite happy here.’ But he didn’t. In fact, he said nothing at all. He just gathered up his wife and his servants and his camels and his sheep, and went where God led him.Why? Because Abraham trusted God. It was as simple as that.Canaan was the name of the place where God led Abraham. And a very nice place it was. ‘A land flowing with milk and honey’ is what some people called it. Which means that there were many cows and goats and bees there, and plenty of flowers and grass for the animals to eat. It was altogether a pretty place. And Abraham liked it very much.The only problem was that Abraham had no children. And besides that, both he and his wife, Sarah, were very old. Grandpa- and Grandma-old, and maybe even older than that.

But Abraham trusted God. So one night God said to him, ‘Abraham, look up. Do you see the stars? One day you will have so many children and grandchildren and great-grandchildren that counting the stars will be an easy job compared with counting them.‘Now Abraham, look down. Do you see the ground? One day, there will be 

Stories from  The New Testament
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MY FIRST PICTURE BIBLE
Lion Hudson – Sophie Piper, Emily Bolam 
EYFS / KS1

The Bible contains some of the oldest and wisest stories ever told. 
In this book the best-loved of these are retold in simple words and 
appealing pictures – perfect for 4–7s.

My First Picture Bible includes retellings of 11 Bible stories including:

• Noah and the ark

• Jonah and the what?

• Daniel and the lions

• Jesus’ story of the good Samaritan

Format: 224 page hardback book 
Order code: 190211 
ISBN: 9780745965512

£9.99 no discounts apply

MY FIRST QURAN
Goodword Books – Saniyasnain Khan 
KS1 / KS2

An authentic and sensitive retelling of 42 stories of the Quran written 
in an engaging and accessible style suitable for young children. My 
First Quran tells the stories of the prophets, peoples and nations of 
Islam as an unfolding family saga, starting with the story of creation,  
Adam and Eve, Noah and Abraham. A Quranic reference for each 
story is provided.

The book can be used by Muslim families, but equally gives teachers a 
resource that will enable them to introduce and explore stories from 
the Muslim sacred text with confidence in the school context.

Format: 320 page A5 hardback book 
Order code: 09111 
ISBN: 9788178985541

£9.99 no discounts apply BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

COLLECTIVE 
WORSHIP

A LOOk INSID
E

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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BODY & SOUL: ACTIVE LEARNING FOR 
RELATIONSHIP EDUCATION WITH 9–11S
Lat Blaylock, Fiona Moss, Ruth Whiter 
KS2

    
A teaching and learning pack exploring Relationship Education, 
designed to sit alongside KS2 Science/PSHE work on Puberty and Sex 
Education for 9–11s. 

There are 30+ hours of classroom lessons with templates for 
planning through RE and PSHE time, with varied and easy-to-
manage activities. Body & Soul explores six themes: Love and 
Intimacy;  Working Together and Thankfulness; Promises and Respect; 
Forgiveness and Reconciliation; Sharing Hard Times; Celebration 
and Pleasure, and encapsulates the diversity of a number of cultures, 
religions and non-religious worldviews. 

The pack contains a teacher’s book, DVD with additional resources 
including 9 film clips (pictured) and 16 picture cards for visual 
learning. There are also six stories specially written by children’s 
author Ruth Whiter for reading aloud and talking about in circle time.

Format: 160 page spiral-bound paperback book,  
picture pack and CD-ROM 
Order code: 110103 
ISBN: 9781905893447

£37.50  £33.00 (you save £4.50)

ARTCARDS: QUESTIONS FOR GOD (PRIMARY)
Schoolswork – KS1 / KS2

The Artcards concept uses art to open up big questions and ideas to 
engage primary-age children. The pack comprises 12 high-quality 
Artcards with stunning images based on questions children have 
thought to ask God. The cards are designed to unpack and dig deeper 
into the big ideas and questions that children have about the world 
around them and about God. On the back of each Artcard are three 
sections: an idea, two questions and a task.

Format: 12 postcards 
Order code: 120207

£9.50 No discounts apply

THE LION KIDS BIBLE COMIC 
Lion Hudson – Ed Chatelier, Mychailo Kazybrid, Bambos Georgiou, 
Jeff Anderson and Jesus Barony

KS2

The Beano meets the Bible. Over 60 stories in comic strip style, from 
artists who brought us the Wallace and Gromit and Shaun the Sheep 
cartoon strip and that have worked on Sesame Street, Transformers, 
Beano, Dandy and Marvel cartoons. 

Designed to make reading the Bible fun, engaging and easy in a 
comic-strip format that even the most 
reluctant readers will enjoy. 

Format: 112 page paperback book 
Order code: 190212 
ISBN: 9780745977195

£8.99 No discounts apply

Head to our  
online shop for:
• Web exclusive titles
• Our FULL range of products
• All the latest special offers and discounts

Visit: shop.retoday.org.uk
Email: sales@retoday.org.uk
Call: 0121 458 3313 www.retoday.org.uk

NATRE  
members  SAVE 10%  on all RE Today publications!

ON YOUR CD

Great  support 
for RSE!

Essential information:  
the Sunni/Shi’a divide

INSIDE:

Infographic:  
data on Muslims in Britain

A week in the mosque:  
a unit for 11–14s

Essential diversity: 
being Sufi

Teenage voices on being 
Muslim in Britain today

Essential beliefs:  
angels in the Qur’an

with easy-
to-access 
additional  

eResources

EXAMINING RELIGION AND BELIEF

Muslims Vol. 2

Editor Stephen Pett

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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ROOTS AND FRUITS 2
Imaginor – Shahne Vickery, Carolyn Wright 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Roots and Fruits 2 is a Christian collective worship resource designed to support 
whole school worship over the 12 terms of an academic year. It provides a keynote act 
of worship for every week of the school year. The focus of the resource is the life and 
teaching of Jesus and woven through each act of worship is one of the following six 
values: hope, community, dignity, wisdom, joy and peace. The first four of these values are 
integral to the Church of England vision for Education and underpin the new evaluation 
schedule for the Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools (SIAMS).

Roots and Fruits 2 can be used as a stand-alone resource or to complement its popular 
partner Roots and Fruits. Together they offer a 3-year cycle of material which follows 
the church calendar.

Format: 282 page paperback book 
Order code: 190213 
ISBN: 9780957342989

£50.00 No discounts apply

Written by Shahne Vickery and a team of storytellers, 
artists and photographers. Edited by Carolyn Wright.

ROOTS AND FRUITS 2
CREATIVE COLLECTIVE WORSHIP FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

ROOTED IN THE LIFE AND TEACHING OF JESUS
INCLUDING THE VALUES WISDOM HOPE COMMUNITY DIGNITY PEACE JOY

BIG RE (PDF)
Lat Blaylock, Fiona Moss, Stephen Pett 
KS1 / KS2

Big RE provides all the support and guidance you need to run an RE day or RE week 
in your primary school. This concentrated experience of RE can help pupils hit high 
standards. Big RE offers ready to use ideas for how to plan and organise your Big 
RE day or week, from the aims and intentions, details and tasks through to practical 
examples of how to run your session.

Format: 36 page PDF – supplied digitally 
Order code: 130308 
ISBN: 9781905893874

£11.00
ROOTS AND FRUITS
Imaginor – Shahne Vickery, Carolyn Wright 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2

Roots and Fruits is a two-year programme of creative collective worship rooting 
Christian values in stories from the Bible and seasons of the Church calendar, providing 
all that your school needs to plan and lead assemblies over 12 terms. Each assembly 
includes four elements – welcome, learning, reflecting and responding – which match to 
the window, mirror, door strategy that has proved popular with teachers and pupils.

Roots and Fruits has been designed to fully meet the SIAMS requirements for 
collective worship in Church schools.

Format: 288 page paperback book 
Order code: 170107 
ISBN: 9780957342958

£55.00 No discounts apply

DIGITAL 
RESOURCE

COLLECTIVE 
WORSHIP

COLLECTIVE 
WORSHIP

RE IN ACTION
Lat Blaylock and Angela Hill (Editors) 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4

This compilation of over 40 vibrant, real-life examples of pupils’ 
achievement in RE is designed to give teachers and leaders of RE 
confidence in describing the impacts of their teaching and enable them 
to reflect on and refine their own practice. The examples are by pupils 
of vastly different ability, and we have taken much care to include a 
variety of themes and religions in the examples we have chosen. What 
all examples have in common is that they show how teachers can give 
every pupil opportunities for authentic engagement, deep thinking and 
genuine development of knowledge and skills in RE.

Format: A4 paperback book 
Order code: 200138 
ISBN: 9781910261651

£25.00

NEW

10-20 copies = 15% off
21-50 copies = 25% off
50+ copies = 35% off

For bulk orders of RE IN ACTION we are delighted to offer 
the following discounts: 

1515
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WHAT JEWISH PEOPLE BELIEVE 

ABOUT GOD – AND WHAT WE THINK

Names: Max, Fearne, Poppy, Sophie, Ella, 

John, Elliott, Aiden, Alex Age: 6

Topic/theme/religion(s): 

Judaism, beliefs about God

Aims and outcomes 
This example shows that the 

learners can handle the fact that 

beliefs about God are diverse, 

and can express their own 

understanding of both Jewish 

belief and their own belief. 

With regard to age-related 

expectations, these pieces of 

writing show that they can 

identify core Jewish beliefs 

and express their own beliefs 

and ideas. 

Context
This sequence of learning 

activities for 5–7s began by 

asking pupils to list words that 

describe God to different people. 

From Torah quotes, the children 

then agreed a list of words that 

describe what Jewish people 

say about God. They added 

their names to the words if they 

agreed with them. Then they 

chose one, two or three words 

that expressed their own ideas 

about God (see the photos). 

Prior learning: the children had 

heard stories from the Jewish 

tradition in which the voice of 

God plays a key part (creation, 

Abraham, Jacob, Moses). They 

inferred beliefs from the stories.

The planned unit of work was 

‘Who is Jewish and how do 

they live?’

Commentary
This example of work shows how good teaching 

and high-quality learning activities can enable 

6-year-olds to engage for themselves with diversity 

in belief. The simple stages of the learning build 

from identifying key words to describing Jewish 

belief, and then move on to giving children a chance 

to express their own learning and ideas in simple 

writing – making good literacy connections. 

Selected children’s 
comments about Jewish 

belief in God: ‘I believe in 

true God. Jews believe God 

is powerful.’ ‘I believe God 

is real, Jews believe God 

is King.’ ‘I believe God is 

amazing. Jews believe God 

is creator.’ ‘I believe God is 

special. Jews believe God 

is a king.’ ‘I believe God is 

imaginary and not real.’ ‘I 

believe God is wise and kind 

and good.’ ‘I believe God is 

a person. Jews believe God 

is a creator.’ ‘I believe God is 

powerful, magical creator. 

Jews believe God is true.’ 

‘Jews believe God is a king 

and he made the world. I 

believe God is special.’

1515

Thanks to teachers and pupils for these examples. One piece of work never shows all that a child can do; examples on 

paper can never fully demonstrate the best of RE. These examples illustrate only some aspects of the impact of RE.

All the children are guided towards deeper thinking 

about big ideas to do with God and the fact that 

people’s beliefs are varied. This diversity is celebrated 

in the range of replies the children give. 

Next steps: teachers might move on to show 

children some of the ways the Jewish psalms 

use symbolic language about God (why do the 

scriptures suggest God is like a light, rock, fortress, 

shepherd, shield?), and talk about what these 

symbols mean, and why Jewish people say God 

is invisible. 

NOTE
This learning sequence shows the value of building 

learning steps one on top of another in ways that 

enhance both knowledge and understanding of 

Judaism and the ability of pupils to connect their 

learning to their own ideas. The prior learning 

from Jewish story seems to be essential to the 

understandings of God the children infer, showing 

how important planned progression is in RE. 

2020
Thanks to teachers and pupils for these examples. One piece of work never shows all that a child can do; examples on paper can never fully demonstrate the best of RE. These examples illustrate only some aspects of the impact of RE.
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QUESTIONS FOR GURU NANAK
(GURU NANAK’S VISIT TO THE 
COURT OF HEAVEN)
Name: Jasnet, Hester and their 
classmates Age: 7–8
Topic/theme/religion(s): 
Origins of Sikhism

Aims and outcomes 
This example shows that the learners can engage 
empathically with the story of Guru Nanak’s vision of God and raise appropriate questions about 
the story for themselves, which help to develop 
their understanding. With regard to age-related 
expectations, this work shows they can offer 
informed suggestions about the meanings in the 
story from their questions.

Context 
This piece of work came from a classroom where 
pupils were beginning the study of Sikhism by 
learning about Guru Nanak. The planned unit of 
work is ‘What does it mean to different people to 
follow God?’ Pupils were finding out about how the Sikh religion began from a mysterious experience of God for Guru Nanak. They heard the story of Nanak’s experience of the heavenly court, and were invited to imagine the questions they might ask the Guru, and try to answer from his perspective to better 

understand the story.

Commentary
This example of work shows the value and 
importance of getting pupils to raise questions 
themselves in RE. If the subject is to be enquiry-
focused, then good teaching makes time and space for the learners to think about their own questions. Some of these questions come directly from the 7–8s’ consciousness; others are more about interpreting the story. 

The work enables deeper thinking about big ideas by taking these questions seriously, exploring them in class discussion and then returning to Sikh sources to explore some answers. Teachers might consider, for the next steps, presenting sayings of Guru Nanak to the class and considering whether they will help in handling the questions raised.

NOTE
Inspiring RE: Sikhs has lots more material on Guru Nanak’s life: shop.retoday.org.uk/190101

Sample questions: ‘How did you feel when 
God spoke to you?’ ‘How did you feel when 
everyone argued and said they were right 
about God?’ ‘Was it good in heaven?’ ‘What 
did you do?’ ‘What did you eat in heaven?’ 
‘Did you see people you are related to?’ ‘Was it 
dark in heaven?’ ‘Was it weird?’ ‘Under water, 
how did you not drown?’ ‘Where did you get 
your ideas from?’ ‘How did you survive under 
water for three days?’ ‘Did you see anything 
else under water?’

HOW DOES AN ADVENT CALENDAR 
SHOW THE MEANING OF CHRISTMAS 
FOR CHRISTIANS?
Name: Harry Age: 8
Topic/theme/religion(s): 
Christianity, Advent and Christmas 

Aims and outcomes 
This example shows that the learner can express key Christian beliefs about Advent and Christmas.
With regard to age-related expectations, this work shows Harry can describe how Christians show their beliefs and use scripture as they mark, celebrate and worship at Advent and Christmas, achieving well for his age.

Context 
This piece of work came from a classroom where 
pupils were given the opportunity to spend time 
creating a quality, purposeful piece of work as 
part of a planned investigation around Christian 
celebrations of Advent and Christmas.
Prior to this learning, pupils studied texts from the Bible about the significance of the birth of Jesus for Christians, and studied how Christians worship at Advent and Christmas.

The planned unit of work also included looking at a Christingle service, the symbolic nature of the 
Christingle, the origin of the celebration and the 
reason why these services are held at Christmas.

Commentary
This example of work shows that Harry has a 
clear understanding of the meaning of the period 
of Advent for Christians as a time of preparing, 
waiting and anticipating what is to come. He 
is aware that it is a celebration that has many 
pressures for Christian and non-Christian families, and states clearly in the calendar that, for 
Christians, the festival is not about shopping, baking or buying presents.

Core knowledge: Harry understands that, for 
Christians, the story of the birth of Jesus is good 
news, and that this good news is something 
Christians want to share with other people. A key 
quality of this work is the depth of knowledge 
and understanding of Christian beliefs shown by 
the pupil; for example, that Jesus is considered by 
Christians to be a king and the Son of God. Teachers might consider, as the next step, looking at a variety of ways in which Christians choose to support others at Christmas. 

NOTE
Detailed curriculum ideas that go with this example can be found in RE Ideas: Christmas – ‘Why does 
Christmas matter to Christians?’  
shop.retoday.org.uk/9781905893904

38383838
Thanks to teachers and pupils for these examples. One piece of work never shows all that a child can do; examples on 

paper can never fully demonstrate the best of RE. These examples illustrate only some aspects of the impact of RE.
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PENTECOST

Name: Ellie Age: 12

Topic/theme/religion(s): 

Trinity, the Holy Spirit, 

Pentecost, Christianity

Aims and outcomes 

This pupil demonstrates an ability to read texts 

closely and, working with a classmate, offers 

clear explanations of key terms and ways of 

interpreting what they mean. She is able to 

express an understanding of the role of the Holy 

Spirit, as demonstrated through the Pentecost 

account in the Book of Acts. 

Context 
The class have been studying the 

Understanding Christianity unit 3.1 ‘If God is 

Trinity, what does that mean for Christians?’ 

Having explored the three persons of the Trinity 

through texts (see p. 30 in this book), they focus 

on the story of Pentecost to explore the role 

and impact of the Holy Spirit in Christian belief 

and practice. Close analysis of texts leads to a 

creative way of demonstrating understanding 

through writing a poem using kennings. 

Commentary

This example shows the real value of getting 

students to read and interpret texts, clarifying 

meanings and possible readings. Ellie’s teacher 

points out that when her students arrive, 

only one or two from the whole cohort know 

the story of Pentecost. As it is a key story for 

examination study with 14–16s and 16–19s, 

spending time on it with 11–12s is valuable. 

She says that most of her 11–12s could rival 

her 16-year-olds when it comes to knowing 

this story, and perhaps some 16–19s too. The 

kennings poem is simple and creative, as well 

as diagnostic for the teacher to see how far 

students have grasped the implications of the 

text and the impact of belief in the Holy Spirit 

in the lives of many Christians. It is a simple 

task that encourages recall, application and 

interpretative skills. 

NOTES

This unit is based on the Understanding Christianity 

resource (www.understandingchristianity.org.uk).  

The resource is accessed via training – contact 

courses@natre.org.uk for more information.

For a carefully constructed approach to learning 

about Christian belief in the Holy Spirit, using 

core concepts and texts, including the impact of 

Pentecost, see Essential RE: Spirit  

shop.retoday.org.uk/9781905893997

‘I have chosen praying as the subject I want to 

focus on as I think it is one of the most important 

factors of any religion. I think it’s great that you 

can communicate with the person you believe in 

and worship. It makes you feel listened to in times 

of uncertainty and depression, as you can say 

whatever you want. It also shows your devotion 

to faith and I believe that everything is considered 

a valid point and it’s listened to. In my project, I 

have focused on the words, “Everything is listened 

to.” ... I believe that quote is true and fits well 

into the category of praying. I have chosen [a] 

multicolour background to show no matter the 

gender, race or personality, no-one can judge 

what you say or speak of. You would also notice 

I have used a number of quotes from different 

people, like atheists, Muslims, Christians, etc., to 

again show everyone has the rights to believe in 

what they want to. Then coming back to the title 

nothing should be judged. I have quotes from all 

different people to show that they have rights. 

You might think, how does this tie in with praying, 

well, it’s to show that you can say anything you 

want whilst praying and it should not be judged.’

EVERYTHING IS LISTENED TO

Name: Harvey Age: 12

Topic/theme/religion(s): 

Prayer

Aims and outcomes 

This example shows that the learner can think 

critically about the meaning and purpose of 

prayer for believers. He is also able to critically 

engage with a range of perspectives on the 

issue, including non-religious views. 

Context 
This piece of work came from a classroom 

where pupils had been studying a unit on why 

some people believe in God when others do 

not. They were encouraged to think critically 

about prayer as an argument for the existence 

of God, considering the validity of claims that 

God responds to prayers and that believers can 

experience the presence of God through prayer. 

From here, pupils began a study of Islam. Pupils 

entered the Spirited Arts competition as an 

opportunity to consolidate and reflect upon 

their learning. 

Commentary

Here we see a deep reflection on a variety of 

perspectives on the issue of prayer. The pupil 

understands the importance of prayer for believers 

as a means of communication with God. He uses 

visual metaphor convincingly to express ideas about 

prayers being received by God without judgement. 

By including views of people from non-religious 

perspectives, this pupil shows a balanced awareness 

of some debates around the meaning and efficacy of 

prayer. The pupil has taken care in choosing relevant 

and thought-provoking excerpts from a variety of 

sources to compose this piece. This work shows that 

pupils, given sufficient opportunity to formulate 

their own ideas, can engage creatively with topics, 

producing work which elicits profound and personal 

reflection. As a further step to develop learning, 

teachers might encourage pupils to consider the 

relative of importance of prayer and action to 

religious believers. In this case, as pupils have 

studied both Christianity and Islam, comparing these 

two religions could make a rich area for study. 

NOTES

Spirited Arts is an annual competition run by NATRE 

to encourage deep thinking and creativity in RE. 

There are lots of good examples of pupils’ work 

on the theme ‘Where is God?’ in the Web Gallery at 

www.natre.org.uk/about-natre/projects/spirited-

arts/spirited-arts-gallery/2019/?ThemeID=66

Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313

Cross phase
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION  
AND BRITISH VALUES
Lat Blaylock, Kate Christopher, Fiona Moss 
Additional materials by Claire Clinton and Lauren Smillie 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4

This book of guidance has been produced to help schools and teachers 
of RE understand and respond to the DfE requirements to promote 
British Values in schools.

Inside you will find up-to-date guidance, inspection requirements, 
suggestions for policy and curriculum development and some tried-and-
tested RE lesson ideas that explore tolerance, respect, democracy, the rule 
of law and individual liberty.

Practical guidance for:

• head teachers and other senior leaders

• RE subject leaders, heads of departments and teachers

• governors

Format: 64 page A4 paperback book 
Order code: 150205 
ISBN: 9781910261101

£16.50
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION  
IN YOUR ACADEMY
Lat Blaylock, Dave Francis 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4

This book provides accurate information and constructive advice about 
RE in academies and free schools in England.

The book builds on the legislation that introduced academies in 2000 
and 2002 (the Learning and Skills Act and the Education Act) and 
extended provision in 2010 (the Academies Act), and in the re-stated 
policy of the Conservative government after the 2015 general election. 
It also looks at the legal obligations of academies to provide RE, as laid 
out in the funding agreements between the academy trusts running the 
academies and the Secretary of State for Education.

Format: 40 page A4 paperback book 
Order code: 160129 
ISBN: 9781910261132

£11.00

RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION IN 
YOUR ACADEMY
Improving Religious Education  
in academies and free schools
Guidance, support and advice from the  
National Association of Teachers of RE (NATRE) 
Edited for NATRE by Dave Francis and Lat Blaylock

ASSESSMENT IN RE:  
A PRACTICAL GUIDE
Fiona Moss (Editor) 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4

Our best-selling guide to assessment in RE provides an overview of 
post-levels assessment practice, and outlines different approaches 
used in primary and secondary schools. It is practical and close to the 
classroom reality for busy teachers and is an essential reference point 
for all existing subject leaders and teachers of RE, head teachers, senior 
leaders, as well as those preparing to become teachers of RE.

Assessment in RE includes 15 tried-and-tested methods used in primary 
and secondary classrooms across the country. See how other teachers 
are effectively assessing RE in their schools and have the freedom to 
evaluate what will be the very best way to assess RE in your school. 
Follow one of the models featured in our guide or draw some wisdom 
from each article to create your own solution.

Whether you’re struggling to assess RE and aren’t sure where to start, 
wanting to improve your current method, or just looking for a few 
extra tips and want to know what others are doing, Assessment in RE: 
a practical guide is a must-read! 

View sample pages and read reviews on our online shop: shop.
retoday.org.uk

Format: Paperback book 
Order code: 180104 
ISBN: 9781910261293

£27.50

STRAIGHTFORWARD AND PRACTICAL GUIDES  
TO SUPPORT RE IN YOUR SCHOOL
Need to enhance your knowledge of RE? This set of guidebooks from RE Today provides you with researched and relevant 
information about hot topics and discussions going on in the RE community and classrooms. 

The books include easily accessible, up-to-date information and guidance on legal requirements with practical ‘how to…’ 
methods to implement in your school. Written by the RE Today Adviser team each title includes case studies to explain ideas 
with practical, tried-and-tested classroom activities. 

RE Today has the privilege of being able to respond practically to broader questions being asked, and these guides are the 
outworking of our desire to equip and share knowledge. 

These three books are ideal reading for head teachers, SLTs and teachers in the classroom.

RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION IN 
YOUR ACADEMY
Improving Religious Education  
in academies and free schools
Guidance, support and advice from the  
National Association of Teachers of RE (NATRE) 
Edited for NATRE by Dave Francis and Lat Blaylock

“A highly recommended read 
for any teacher, class, subject 

lead or leadership member 
interested in assessment.”

Assessment in RE  
A practical guide

For many years, assessment in RE was fairly settled. As with other foundation and 
core curriculum subjects, we used levels to assess pupils’ progress. We reflected the 
developments of these subjects within our agreed syllabuses and other resources, 
using the same terms from ‘assessment gurus’ such as Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam.1 

We tried not to stand outside the crowd, so that we did not cause problems for teachers. When levels were 
removed by the government, RE held onto them longer than other subjects in some places and school types. 
Now, for most schools, the time to find alternatives to assessment using the eight-level scale is long overdue. 
Schools have spent the last few years trying out different systems for core and foundation subjects,  
a search for clarity that has been paralleled in RE.

This book is designed to support head teachers, senior leaders, heads of RE, subject leaders and classroom 
teachers in reflecting on the different practices that are being used around the country in the search for 
assessment solutions in RE. It starts with a brief look at the general issues around assessment in RE before 
focusing on assessing RE in primary and then secondary schools. The book presents examples of legitimate 
and viable practice, written in the main by classroom practitioners, supplemented with a few chapters by 
those who work closely with schools or have trialled ideas in schools. It is not presenting one of these as the 
correct model. Instead, it offers you some different teacher experiences so you can consider whether aspects of 
these would work in your school, or perhaps provide some alternative options. Everyone who has contributed 
to this book has suggested their ideas or practices for perusal – without claiming they are perfect – in the hope 
that they might be helpful.

Assessment in general, and certainly in RE, is not ‘settled’ yet. There will undoubtedly be more changes in 
both RE and assessment, but we think the examples represented here will offer much to the teacher now and 
in the future.

Fiona Moss and Stephen Pett
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SCHEMES OF WORK
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We know that planning schemes of work is a laborious and time-consuming job for busy teachers, which is why we have created 
ready-to-use schemes made up of 31 units for Primary schools and 12 units for Secondary schools. 

Units provide 10+ fully planned lessons, and include lots of teaching and learning ideas, links to useful resources, learning 
outcomes and assessment guidance and suggestions. Each unit offers on average eight hours of classroom ideas.

We created these units of work to support our syllabus model A, currently in use in a number of local authorities. However, they 
offer a resource to support you in teaching RE wherever you are in the country, even if your syllabus is not an RE Today model.

Our Schemes of Work are a resource offering a range of ideas for your classroom. They do not supersede your agreed syllabus.

Check out our FREE handy guide to planning with RE Today units of work to support you in deciding whether these schemes will 
work for you and your school at www.retoday.org.uk/school-support/schemes-of-work/

See page opposite for the full list of units, and the option to buy individual units.

Please contact sales@retoday.org.uk to enquire about bundles for Infant, Junior or Middle Schools.

We also welcome enquiries about bespoke schemes of work from, for example, MATs’, LA’s and Dioceses. 
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UNITS OF WORK
RE Today Services 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3

     
All the units within our full schemes of work can be purchased individually, allowing you to pick and choose the most useful 
content for you and your school. 

Each unit offers on average eight hours of classroom ideas, and sets out lesson objectives, teaching and learning ideas along 
with learning outcomes and lists of suggested resources.

Try before you buy! You can view sample units on our website at: www.retoday.org.uk/school-support/schemes-of-work/

RRP: £15 each
See page opposite for Primary & Secondary bundle offers.

FOUNDATION 
F1 Which stories are special and why? 

F2 Which people are special and why? 

F3 What places are special and why? 

F4 What times are special and why? 

F5 Being special: where do we belong? 

F6 What is special about our world? 

KS1 
1.1 How and why do we celebrate special times? 

1.1 Who is a Christian … 

1.2 Who is a Muslim … 

1.3 Who is Jewish … 

1.4 What can we learn from sacred books? 

1.5 What makes some places sacred? 

1.7 What does it mean to belong to a faith community? 

1.8 How should we care for others and the world? 

LKS2 
L2.1 What do different people believe about God? 

L2.2 Why is the Bible so important for Christians today? 

L2.3 Why is Jesus inspiring to some people? 

L2.4 Why do people pray? 

L2.5 Why are festivals important? 

L2.6 Why do some people think life is a journey? 

L2.7 What does it mean to be a Christian … 

L2.8 What does it mean to be a Hindu … 

L2.9  What can we learn from religions about deciding right 
and wrong? 

UKS2 
U2.1 Why do some people believe God exists? 

U2.2 What would Jesus do? 

U2.3 What do religions say to us when life gets hard? 

U2.4 If God is everywhere why go to a place of worship? 

U2.5 Is it better to express beliefs in art or charity? 

U2.6 What does it mean to be a Muslim … 

U2.7  What matters most to Christians and humanists? 
Completed. 

U2.8 What difference does it make …? 

KS3 
3.1 Do we need to prove God’s existence? 

3.2 Does living biblically mean obeying the whole bible? 

3.3 What is so radical about Jesus? 

3.4 Is death the end? 

3.5 Why is there suffering? 

3.6 Should religious buildings be sold to feed the starving? 

3.7 How can people express the spiritual? 

3.8  What is good and what is challenging about being 
teenage Sikh/Buddhist/Muslim …? 

3.9 Should happiness be the purpose of life? 

3.10 Does religion help people to be good? 

3.11 What difference does it make to believe in …? 

3.12 Is religion a power for peace or a cause of conflict? 



PICTURING EASTER
Lat Blaylock, Victoria Ikwuemesi 
KS2 / KS3

Using art from Christian communities all across the globe, this pack consists of eight 
works of art telling the Easter narrative and a teacher’s booklet giving notes on each 
image, together with a collection of stimulating learning activities and a CD-ROM 
containing the eight images, four presentations and five additional resources (PDF).

Picturing Easter will help 7–14s engage with the Gospel narratives of Jesus’ last 
days. With an emphasis on questions of meaning and purpose, the resource enables 
classroom exploration of biblical stories in depth and with inspiration.

Format: 28 page A4 paperback book, 8 A4 picture cards and CD-ROM 
Order code: 0733 
ISBN: 9781905893041

£28.00

PICTURING CREATION
Pamela Draycott, Rachel Barker, Kate Neal (Artist) 
KS2 / KS3

A fascinating resource for exploring creation stories with 7–14s, useful for work relating 
to harvest, symbolism, science and religion and meaning-making. It contains seven 
full-colour A4 posters of works by Cornish artist Kate Neal – one for each ‘day’ of the 
Genesis creation story – a teacher’s booklet of practical ideas for using the 
prints and a CD-ROM with slide shows and a video interview with the artist.

Format: 24 page A4 paperback book, 7 A4 picture cards and CD-ROM 
Order code: 0514 
ISBN: 9781904024583

£26.00

PICTURING CHRISTIANITY
Lat Blaylock 
KS2 / KS3

Picturing Christianity is a visual learning feast: 24 carefully chosen images of global 
Christianity with engaging learning activities to energise your pupils’ learning across 
all age groups. 

Each picture card has extensive support material printed on the back of the card 
written for direct use by older pupils and teachers. The accompanying book and 
downloads provide notes on each picture, visual learning strategies, worksheets, 
printable images and line drawings, ideas for creative reflective displays and outcomes 
for learning.

Format: 36 page A4 paperback book, 24 picture cards and downloads. 
Order code: 150304 
ISBN: 9781910261057

£42.00

PICTURING JESUS: FRESH IDEAS
Lat Blaylock 
KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4

An excellent resource to engage pupils in learning about Jesus creatively and 
spiritually. The pack includes 24 fascinating images from global art by contemporary 
Christians on a CD-ROM and on A4 picture cards, telling Gospel stories from Bethlehem 
to the resurrection.

The images are supported with full teacher’s notes, line drawings, ideas for classroom 
learning across the 5–16 age range, links to syllabuses and photocopiable materials for 
the classroom. 

Format: 32 page A4 paperback book, 24 A4 picture cards and CD-ROM 
Order code: 0833 
ISBN: 9781905893195

£31.00
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION:  
THE TEACHER’S GUIDE
Stephen Pett (Editor) 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4 / 16–19s

      
Religious Education: The Teacher’s Guide is the must-have, one-stop-shop for all RE 
teachers – it has everything you need to know! It explores the landscape of RE in the 
UK and sets the context for teachers and leaders of RE. Focusing on the essential 
information needed by leaders and teachers, this book provides practical strategies 
for effective subject leadership from active learning and assessment through to visits, 
visitors and British Values. 

Format: 128 page A4 paperback book 
Order code: 150203 
ISBN: 9781910261002

£27.50
The books is split into three sections:

Effective subject leadership in RE: what do you need to know?

Covers the legal requirements around RE, as well as looking at its aims and purposes. Ways 
to support teachers and a look into what leading RE entails are given, before looking at 
exams, policy and how to develop excellent RE and a creative RE curriculum. 

How does RE promote pupils’ learning and development?

This section starts by looking at what we want pupils to know, understand and be able to do. 
Expectations, planning and progression are covered, alongside the role RE can play in SMSCD 
and British Values, as well as making cross-curricular links. 

Religions and worldviews: what do you need to know?

Brief, easily accessible guides to Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, 
Sikhism and non-religious worldviews support teachers’ subject knowledge as well as 
suggesting great ideas for your classroom.
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PICTURING ISLAM, PICTURING MUSLIMS
Lat Blaylock, Stephen Pett 
KS2 / KS3 / KS4

This exceptional picture pack offers 24 picture cards as doorways into the 
diverse global world of Islam and Muslims. It connects central concepts in 
Islam to concrete examples of Muslim life and practice, covering different 
times and places.

This pack provides over 72 classroom activities to enable pupils to explore 
and examine these diverse images and artworks. These activities help pupils 
aged 7 to 14 to encounter some big ideas in RE classrooms, to recognise how 
these play out in the lives of Muslims across time (from seventh-century 
Arabia to today) and across place (from the UK to the US, North Africa, the 
Middle East, India and Indonesia).

Format: 36 page A4 paperback book, 24 picture cards and downloads 
Order code: 190307 
ISBN: 9781910261545

£45.00

‘LIVE WITH LAT’ RECORDING
Lat Blaylock 
KS2 / KS3 / KS4

In this exclusive recorded webinar, writer Lat Blaylock celebrates the 
launch of the new publication ‘Picturing Islam Picturing Muslims’, a 
truly exceptional picture pack which contains compelling images and 
artworks from British and global Islam. 

This webinar will give you key background to the resource pack and 
teaching handbook, and will show you some of the key resources 
inside. Buy now to learn best practice to get the most from your 
new resource.

Format: Webinar 
Order code: WEBPIPM20

£40.00 

NEW

Get both for £65, 
saving you £20!
Order code: PIPMBUN1
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Image © Dr Ahmed Moustafa

Context
Dr Moustafa is a Muslim from Egypt 
who lives in London. He is an artist 
who uses Muslim script to teach about 
God. He points out that Muslim script is 
based on geometrical rules; it is not just 
about looking beautiful. It is intended to 
communicate truth about God. 

He says that this verse from the Qur’an 
is a helpful way to describe the picture: 
‘Allah – there is no deity except Him, the 
Ever-Living, the Sustainer of existence.’ 
Qur’an 3.2 

 

Islamic sources of authority
The painting uses a famous quote from 
the Qur’an 24.35, known as the ‘Verse 
of Light’.

‘Allah is the Light of the Heavens and the 
Earth. By way of an illustration, His Light 
is like a niche in which there is a lamp; the 
lamp glowing in a glass; the glass bright 
like a brilliant shining star, fuelled from 
a blessed olive tree, neither of the East 
nor of the West; its oil shines even though 
untouched by any flame, light upon 
light. Allah guides whomever He pleases 
towards His Light.’

Excerpts of the Qur’an, unless ascribed to an individual’s own 
translation, are from: The Majestic Quran (trans. Hussain, M., 
Invitation Publishing 2019), used by permission

Concepts
Allah: Muslim teaching is that God is 
light in this life and this world, but also in 
the heavens.

Iman, faith: the metaphor of light, 
burning oil in a lamp, is both clear and 
potentially profound. The artist shows the 
sky behind four layers of the text, perhaps 
suggesting that humans don’t easily get 
to the end of understanding God.

Story
Imagine yourself standing inside the 
Ka’aba and looking up. If there was no 
roof above, might this painting resemble 
what you would see? 

When the Prophet Muhammad returned 
in victory to Makkah in the tenth year 
after his migration to Madinah, he 
removed all the idols and images from 
inside the Ka’aba. He restored the ancient 
‘house of God’ that Muslims say goes back 
to the time of the Prophet Ibrahim, about 
4,000 years ago. 

Comments
Dr Moustafa says: ‘It is important to 
consider that the word of the Qur’an is 
meant to address a being created by God 
the Creator; therefore the description 
goes beyond the literary wording, e.g. 
the word “light” in this context is also 
meant to contain the idea of ease and 
conformity between the human soul and 
its environment, whether it is here or 
the hereafter.’

Questions
• How do you think the artist got 

his ideas and made this painting? 

• What does it mean to say, ‘God is 
the Light of the Heavens and the 
Earth’? Why is this a good symbol 
or metaphor for God?

• In your own experience, what 
have you found enlightening?

• What is difficult about using finite 
human language to talk about an 
infinite Being? [Philosophy]

Activities
• Read the ‘Verse of Light’ carefully, 

and see if you can draw ‘a niche 
in which is a lamp … glowing in 
a glass … the glass bright like a 
brilliant shining star’. 

• Can you use the words of the 
Verse of Light in a calligraphic 
pattern to draw this picture? 

• Look online for similar calligram 
drawings by Muslims.

God is the Light of the Heavens and the Earth by Ahmed Moustafa 
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Image © eL Seed Studio, eLSeed-art.com
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Context
French Tunisian street artist eL Seed, born 
in 1981, has developed a style he calls 
‘calligraffiti’. During Ramadan in 2012 he 
decorated the ancient mosque of Gabes 
in Tunisia with words from the Qur’an 
about human unity. 

The contemporary image connects 
traditional architecture with the issue 
of human unity in modern Tunisia – and 
the world. It is a call for deeper discussion 
about peace. 

Islamic sources of authority
The verse eL Seed has written on the 
minaret says: ‘People, We created you 
from a male and female, then made you 
into different races and tribes so you may 
know each other.’ Qur’an 49.13

One way to understanding this is to say 
that God’s purpose in creating all humans 
to be so different is for people to know 
each other, enriching all human life 
through relationships.

Concepts
Allah: eL Seed’s graffiti reminds readers 
that God is everywhere and in everything 
– it is not just inside a mosque where 
Muslims should be bringing peace, 
but also on the streets, and between 
communities that are diverse.

Iman, faith: how does the text from 
the Qur’an express faith in God and 
in humanity?

Story
The artist eL Seed has a strong message 
for today: Muslims are not all the same, 
but they live to learn from each other. The 
same idea should be applied to relations 
between people of different religions. 
He says: ‘I truly believe that art is a way 
to open dialogue. I like to think that my 
artwork can cut through the boundaries 
that we place between ourselves; whether 
physical, cultural or linguistic.’

Comments
‘You could say that eL Seed is bringing a 
prophetic word to the streets of Tunisia. 
I think the whole world needs to listen to 
people who want to bring unity, to those 
who help us to overcome differences and 
live together well.’ 

Questions
• Why do you think the artist chose 

these verses from the Qur’an to 
paint onto the minaret?

• If you did some ‘calligraffiti’ in 
your town, what words would 
you write onto which building, 
and why?

• Is it true that people from 
within each religion need to 
find inspiration from their 
own faith to reach out to 
other communities?

Activities
• Consider how many people 

may see this graffiti. Why is it 
a message that might work in 
its context, i.e. being in Arabic 
on a mosque, in a Muslim-
majority country? 

• With a partner, list at least ten 
other ways you could get a 
message of hope and harmony out 
to other people. Who would see 
it? What impact would it have? 
What needs to be done to make it 
more effective, for your message 
to bring people together?

Ancient mosque, modern graffiti
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Image © Caters News Agency
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Context
Emperor Shah Jahan began to build the 
Delhi mosque in this picture in 1650 CE, 
over 350 years ago. India has over 200 
million Muslim people, the second largest 
Muslim population in the world. The 
square in the centre of this aerial view 
shows a pool: water is needed for wudu 
(ablutions) at a mosque, so that Muslims 
can come clean to Allah.

The mosque is large enough for 25,000 
people to pray. This photo shows the 
mosque overflowing at the festival of Eid-
ul-Fitr. Prayer together is especially valued 
at festive occasions like these, as the month 
of Ramadan fasting comes to an end. 

Islamic sources of authority
‘There are five levels of prayer. Some 
people don’t follow the basic rules 
of washing, bowing and timing their 
prayers. This is neglectful. Some pray on 
time, and make wudu, but their mind is 
not on their Lord. A third group struggle 
as they pray to keep focused on Allah. 
Some people do manage this focused 
prayer, and their hearts are deeply 
immersed in prayer and worship. The fifth 
group have reached a place of complete 
submission, placing their hearts before 
the Lord, filled with love and adoration, 
as if they are actually seeing Him.’ 
Adaptation, based on the ‘Five levels of 
prayer’ by Ibn Al-Qayyim (1292-1350 CE)

Concepts
Allah: the levels of prayer explained 
above show that in Islam ritual practice is 
valued because it can lead to a meaningful 
spiritual life. The aim of prayer is to 
surrender to God and encounter Allah 
through the ritual.

Akhlaq, character and behaviour: Islam 
teaches that the purposes of prayer include 
developing the human life in noble and 
virtuous ways – pray more, and live better!

Story
This picture was taken at the festival of 
Eid-ul-Fitr, when more Muslims than 
usual go to the mosque for their prayers. 
After 28 days of fasting between dawn 
and dusk, it is exciting and enjoyable 
to be sharing the prayer and the lunch 
that goes with the festival. It is also the 
time of the year when Muslim charities 
experience the biggest surge in donations: 
fasting makes you generous! 

Comments
Two Muslim teenagers comment on the 
value of prayer:

‘It is very difficult to describe exactly how 
prayer makes me feel. One feeling is being 
refreshed, and ready to carry on with the 
rest of the day. Also, that God is there 
for me and will forgive me if I should do 
something wrong.’

‘It gives you better discipline and moral 
stature if you pray five times a day. 
However, some people are lazy and miss 
their prayers. Unfortunately, one of those 
idle people is me.’

Questions
• If you labelled six things in this 

image to give a viewer more 
information, what labels would 
you write?

• Community prayer – such as on 
a Friday – matters all over the 
Muslim world. Why do people like 
to pray together?

• Look at the unity of the 
worshippers in the picture. Now 
look at Ibn al-Qayyim’s ‘levels of 
prayer’. How does this text affect 
how you see the worshippers 
now? Remember that these are 
thousands of individual Muslims, 
not a uniform group.

Activities
• Take another mosque you have 

some information about and draw 
an aerial view of it similar in style 
to this one.

• Draw five steps up to it, and 
use the information about the 
five ‘levels of prayer’ to make a 
diagram that shows how Muslims 
may make their practice of prayer 
increasingly spiritual.

Eid-ul-Fitr prayers in India
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Taylor, age 5   

Theme: Big, big questions
‘Why are the clouds moving? 

Is it so God can see us 
being nice to each other?’

Hunsa, age 13
Theme: Pray! Reflect! Meditate!‘The symmetry and complexity and beauty of the flowers shows how prayer and reading the Quran can make you become a better person: they represent our life.’

Ameela, age 10
Theme: Where is God?‘As a Muslim I enjoy talking to God 5 times a day! To me God is everywhere I am, in everything I do.’

The competition runs from the start of 
the school year until 31 July, with judging 
taking place over the summer break. 

• FREE to enter! 
• Open to 4–19s 
• Open to all school types
• Great end-of-term activity!

Go to www.natre.org.uk 
for more information

Attracting over 20,000 

entrants every year.



UNDERSTANDING CHRISTIANITY 
SLIMLINE FOLDER
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4

This new and improved slimline version of the Understanding 
Christianity folder is available to renew your existing resources or for 
UC trainers hosting courses. Please note, this resource is not available 
without evidencing previously attended training within your school. 

Order code: 190206 
ISBN: 978-1-910261-41-5 
Format: Ring binder folder

£75

Illustrator: Emma Yarlett
Writer:   Stephen Pett    
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* No discounts apply

Frieze: scroll (220 mm x 1,260 
mm) + booklet

Order code: 160209 £25*
Frieze: large (420 mm x 2,400 
mm) + booklet

Order code: 160219 £52.25*
Frieze: wall banner (1,000 mm 
x 5,700 mm) + booklet

Order code: 160336 £325*

THE BIG FRIEZE
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4 

The Big Frieze, created by Emma Yarlett as part of the Understanding 
Christianity resource, depicts seven core themes of Christianity, from 
Creation and Fall to Salvation and the Kingdom of God. 

The accompanying booklet unpacks the ideas in the artwork and 
suggests topics for discussion and exploration with pupils.

Order your copy and see if you can spot Adam and Eve, David, Jonah, 
Elijah, the Nativity, the feeding of the five thousand, Peter, Paul and 
many others!

Find out more about Understanding Christianity on pages 42–43.

MORE THAN 101 GREAT IDEAS
Rosemary Rivett 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4 / 16–19s 

An exciting and dynamic collection of 116 effective and  
adaptable strategies for the RE classroom including:

• strategies suitable for 5–16s

• disciplines arranged in seven sections:  Act, Create, Think,  
Enquire, Reflect, Talk, Write

• photocopiable resources and templates

• additional downloadable materials

• guidance on teaching and learning

• guidance on the importance and place of spiritual development

• a model for structuring pupil-led enquiry

• a ‘useful for’ guide for each strategy

Format: 80 page A4 paperback book 
Order code: 130305 
ISBN: 9781905893751

£26.50

REFLECTIONS
Rosemary Rivett 
EYFS / KS1 / KS2 / KS3 / KS4 / 16–19s

     
A resource bank of ideas for reflective and participatory activities in 
RE with strategies to support spiritual and moral development.  The 
ideas help pupils to think about their own experiences and consider 
relevant spiritual and moral issues in reflective and empathetic ways. 
Reflections also provides background to the value of using reflective 
work in RE, a selection of stilling activities based around everyday 
objects and a collection of guided stories and visualisations, with 
suggestions for follow-up activities. 

Format: 65 page A4 paperback book 
Order code: 0413 
ISBN: 9781904024071

£13.20

•  Arrange the classroom in an inner and outer circle of chairs so that all pupils can sit facing

one other person. This is sometimes called ‘speed dating’ because of the layout of the chairs, 

not the topic of conversation! 

•  Provide 15 quotations or statements about the chosen concept or issue and give each pupil

in the outer circle one of the 15 quotations. Quotations to support work on Forgiveness, 

and a response sheet, are provided in the online resources PDF.

•  Pupils with the quotation card read aloud the statement to the pupil opposite. They each

say what they think it means and whether they agree with it, and then write their thoughts 

in a sentence on a recording sheet.

•  Every two minutes the teacher signals for everyone in the outside circle to move on one

seat. This means that everyone gets a new partner, and a new quotation to discuss.

•  Provide follow-up work, e.g. asking pupils to record their personal responses to the

following sentence prompts. For work on forgiveness the prompts might include:

•  I think saying sorry is important when …

•  Forgiveness can be very difficult, for example …

•  Forgiveness can be the best thing to do because …

•  If someone asked for my advice about forgiving a person who harmed them, I’d say …

•  Another thing I thought about from this work was …

•  Like the radio game of how to get from one song to another, give pupils a list of key

concepts and ideas in a topic they are studying. Include: key writers, scholars, faith 

representatives, texts, stories, and so on.

•  Select two and ask pupils to get from one to another, in as many steps as they like. 

•  Arrange pupils into pairs, and give each pair a set of statements about a topic they are

studying. The statements should contain a mix of fact and opinion. Examples for ‘Prayer in 

Islam’ and ‘Religion and Science’ are found on the next page and in the online resources PDF.

•  Ask pupils to read each card to their partners and decide together whether it is expressing a

fact or an opinion. They should discuss any statement about which they are unsure, or 

which they find difficult to classify as ‘fact’ or ‘opinion’.

100  Talking circle (speed dating)

Strategy

101  Tenous links
Strategy

102  Fact or opinion

Strategy

67

© RE Today Services 2013

Useful for

Useful for

Encouraging deep 

thinking about a 

concept or issue.

Question box–39

Balloon debate–79

Socratic questioning–115

See also

Clarifying thinking; 

supporting ability to 

analyse and synthesise.

Analysing questions–45

Secret agent–105

Turn one thing into 

another–110

See also

Useful for
Distinguishing fact 

from fiction; clarifying 

thinking.

Mysteries–49

Yes or no–55

Different audiences–116

See also

Enquiring RE begins with young children: their first skills as enquirers come from exercising curiosity and pursuing the will to discover.  This leads to increasingly sophisticated research, in which pupils investigate for themselves, set their own agendas for learning and become researchers in simple ways.

29

© RE Today Services 2013

In this section you will find a wide variety of strategies that provide pupils with opportunities to develop their ideas, understandings and questions in RE through enquiry, for example through asking good questions, interviewing visitors, solving mysteries, analysing problems, speculating and taking the role of envoy.
There are pupil activity sheets to accompany some of the strategies; these are found on the online resources PDF.Sources of stories, images and films are found on the inside back cover. 

SPECIAL 
OFFER

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ITE 
NQT  

SMSC

Over 3400 copies 
sold! Useful for 
all RE teachers!

NEW

Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313

Secondary

37To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk
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THE BIBLE: THE BIG STORY
Stephen Pett 
KS3

The Bible: The Big Story addresses the challenge of teaching the Bible 
in a dynamic, coherent and relevant way for 11–14s. It comprises 
lesson outlines for teachers, varied learning activities, photocopiable 
resource pages, assessment ideas and stimulating original artwork. 

Explore Christian concepts including:

• creation

• the Fall

• sin

• forgiveness 

• sacrifice 

• justice

• exile 

• Messiah

Each concept is illustrated with a key story or text as well as stunning 
artwork. The whole course could be taught in 18 lessons, or pairs of 
concepts selected to support other themes. An accompanying CD-ROM 
includes copies of all the artwork, with student resource sheets and 
other support material.

Format: 128 page spiral-bound paperback book with CD-ROM 
Order code: 110104 
ISBN: 9781905893454

£35.75

© Emma Bennett

The Bible: The Big Story © RE Today Services 2011

© Emma BennettThe Bible: The Big Story © RE Today Services 2011

The Bible: The Big Story © RE Today Services 2011
Photocopiable by purchasing institutions
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From the text I can say that Elohim is . . .

because...

If I was a film director and had to choose some music to go with my film of this opening to the Big Story, I would choose . . .  (describe the music or name a particular piece)

because . . .

The evidence that this text is a poem is . . .

To understand a poem I think I would need to . . .

Christians believe that God (Elohim) is:
•  all-powerful•  good

•  Creator
•  transcendent There is evidence for this in the text where it says . . .

I am surprised that . . .

I would say that this story might be helpful to . . .

because . . . 

Elohim says the creation is good – very good.  I agree that the universe is good because . . .

I am not sure about . . .

I wonder . . .

Sheet 1B

The Bible: The Big Story © RE Today Services 2011

Photocopiable by purchasing institutions
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Eight-level scale of achievement

This is the full version of the levels of achievement.

Level description

Level 1

Name, recall 
and 

talk about

Level 2

Retell stories, 
identify religious 

material and ask 
questions

Level 3

Describe religion

Make links 
to their own 
experience

Level 4
Show 

understanding 
of religion and 
apply ideas to 

themselves 
and others

Level 5

Explain the 
impact of 

religion and 
express their 

own views 
on religious 

questions

Attainment target 1:

Learning about religion and belief

Pupils:

•  use some religious words and phrases to

recognise and name features of religious life 

and practice 

•  can recall religious stories and recognise

symbols, and other verbal and visual forms of 

religious expression.

Pupils:

•  use religious words and phrases to identify

some features of religion and its importance for 

some people

•  begin to show awareness of similarities in

religions

•  retell religious stories 

•  suggest meanings for religious actions and

symbols

•  identify how religion is expressed in different

ways.

Pupils 

•  use a developing religious vocabulary to

describe some key features of religions, 

recognising similarities and differences 

•  make links between beliefs and sources,

including religious stories and sacred texts 

•  begin to identify the impact religion has on

believers’ lives 

•  describe some forms of religious expression.

Pupils 

•  use developing religious vocabulary to

describe and show understanding of 

sources, practices, beliefs, ideas, feelings and 

experiences 

•  make links between them, and describe

some similarities and differences both within 

and between religions 

•  describe the impact of religion on people’s lives 

•  suggest meanings for a range of forms of

religious expression.

Pupils 

•  use an increasingly wide religious vocabulary

to explain the impact of beliefs upon 

individuals and communities 

•  describe why people belong to religions 

•  know that similarities and differences

illustrate distinctive beliefs within and between 

religions and suggest possible reasons for this 

•  explain how religious sources are used

to provide answers to ultimate questions and 

ethical issues, recognising diversity in forms 

of religious, spiritual and moral expression, 

within and between religions.

Attainment target 2: 

Learning from religion and belief

Pupils talk about 

•  their own experiences and feelings, in relation

to religion and belief 

•  what they find interesting or puzzling in

relation to religion and belief

•  what is of value and concern to themselves

and to others.

Pupils
•  ask, and respond sensitively to, questions

about their own and others’ experiences and 

feelings, in relation to religion and belief 

•  recognise that some questions cause

people to wonder and are difficult to answer

•  in relation to matters of right and wrong,

recognise their own values and those of 

others.

Pupils
•  identify what influences them, making

links between aspects of their own and others’ 

experiences, in relation to religion and belief 

•  ask important questions about religion and

beliefs, making links between their own and 

others’ responses. 

•  make links between religious and non-

religious values and commitments, and their 

own attitudes and behaviour.

Pupils
•  raise and suggest answers to questions and

issues raised by religion and belief 

•  apply their ideas relating to their study

of religion and belief to their own and other 

people’s lives 

•  describe what inspires and influences

themselves and others, in relation to religion 

and belief.

Pupils
•  formulate and suggest answers to questions

raised by religion and belief, relating them to 

their own and others’ lives 

•  explain what inspires and influences them,

expressing their own and others’ views on 

the challenges of belonging to a religion.

The Bible: The Big Story © RE Today Services 2011

Photocopiable by purchasing institutions
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Cards for  To be or not to be – A game of heavenly values

Be patient, 
putting up with 

others

Be devoted to 
one another

Be loving

Be united

Be baptised

Be filled with 
the Holy Spirit

Do not be afraid

Do not be timid

Be ready to 
speak about 

Jesus

Be thankful 
in all 

circumstances

Be holy

Be self-
controlled

Be faithful

Be at peace 
with everyone, 

as far as it 
depends on 

you

Do not be 
anxious about 

anything

Do not be 
discouraged

Be wise about 
what is good 
and innocent 

about what 
is evil

Be patient in 
difficult times

Be pure

Be born again

Be completely 
humble and 

gentle

Be quick to 
listen, slow 
to speak and 

slow to become 
angry.

Do not be a 
gossip

Do not be 
a whiner or 

grumbler

Be imitators of 
God, loving as 

Jesus did

Be generous

Be perfect as 
your Heavenly 

Father is perfect

Be friends with 

those who seem 
unimportant

Be 
compassionate 
to one another

Be merciful

Do not be 
lukewarm in 

your faith

Do not be 
judgemental

Be faithful in 
prayer

Be full of joy

Be forgiving

Be content in 
any and every 

situation

Be hospitable

Do not be 
ashamed 
of being a 
Christian

Do not be 
unjust

Do not be 
conceited

Playing instructions for ‘To be or not to be – A game of heavenly values’

        Put all the cards face down on the table.

        Player 1 picks a card and places it face up on the table and reads it out. 

        Player 1 asks the player to her left where on the board he thinks a Christian would put the card. 

        Player 1 decides whether or not she thinks the command is important to a Christian and explains why. She then

put the card face-up on an appropriate place on the board.

        The next person picks up a card, asks the person on his left for a suggestion, explains his thinking, then places

the card in a vacant space on the pyramid or on the dustbin pile. 

        When the board is full or the cards all used up, play around again a couple of times. You can move the cards

already on the board if you disagree with where they have been placed. 

        Make a note of the six commands you think are most important to Christians (at the top of the pyramid) and three

that are least important (at the bottom or in the dustbin).

,

,
Sheet 17A

“RE Today have developed a fantastic set 
of creative RE lessons for the 11–14 age 
group, based on the idea of exploring 

Bible stories using art and brilliant 
investigative questioning techniques that 
will challenge your student to dig deep.”

SECONDARY SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE 
STARTER PACK
KS3 / KS4 /16–19s

      
A fantastic set of resources for ITEs, NQTs and those new to teaching 
RE, as well as experienced teachers looking to refresh their materials 
and build their subject knowledge. The secondary subject knowledge 
starter pack gives you all the information you need to know about the 
law and policy, as well as lots of classroom activities, resources and 
teacher tips.

• Religious Education: The Teacher’s Guide 
The essential handbook for anyone teaching RE! Split into three 
sections covering everything you need to know about subject 
leadership, RE and pupil learning and development, and religions 
and worldviews. Includes brief outlines of Buddhist, Christian, 
Hindu, Jewish, Muslim and Sikh beliefs and practices, and non-
religious worldviews.

• More than 101 Great Ideas 
More than 101 tried-and-tested practical classroom strategies to 
support SMSCD! Clearly described, and many are supported by 
photocopiable resources and templates available as a PDF download. 
A quick win to revamp your lessons and find new ways to engage 
your pupils.

• Questions in RE: religion specific titles (set of six) 
Each title is packed with classroom activities through four accessible, 
high-quality units to use with pupils of all abilities. Explore the six 
principal faiths of the UK with your pupils through engaging, ready-
to-use classroom activities and teaching ideas. Learning objectives 
and outcomes are provided.

Includes:

• Questions: Muslims

• Questions: Hindus

• Questions: Sikhs

• Questions: Jewish people

• Questions: Christians 

• Questions: Buddhists

Order code: 170115

£111.00 £85.00 (You save £26.00)

A LOOk INSID
E

BEST 
SELLER

ITE 
NQT  

“Brilliant for 
NQTs – and for 
refreshing my 
departments 
resources!”

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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Join today
NATRE members receive the latest book in this series each term, as well as having 
FREE online access to additional resources via the NATRE member area. 

Visit www.natre.org.uk/membership to find out more or email admin@natre.org.uk 
to join today!

Global comparisons*

UK ‘Nones’ (‘no religion’) in context

Converts and ‘nonverts’

Atheists acro� the UK Misce�aneous

Source: Bullivant (2017)
Source: BSA survey (2015)

Sources: ONS (2013); BSA surveys (2015, 2016) in Bullivant (2017)

2011 CENSUS ASKED ALL HOUSEHOLDS 
IN BRITAIN (56 MILLION PEOPLE):

WHAT IS YOUR RELIGION?
(THIS QUESTION IS VOLUNTARY)

2015 BSA SURVEY ASKED 4,312 ADULTS:
DO YOU REGARD YOURSELF AS BELONGING 

TO ANY PARTICULAR RELIGION?

2016 BSA SURVEY ASKED 2,942 ADULTS: 
DO YOU REGARD YOURSELF AS BELONGING TO ANY PARTICULAR RELIGION? IF YES: WHICH? THE RESPONDENT IS NOT PROVIDED WITH A LIST 

OF RELIGIONS

FOR EVERY ONE BRITISH CONVERT FROM ‘NO RELIGION’ TO ANY RELIGIOUS IDENTITY THERE ARE 19 BRITISH NONVERTS* FROM A RELIGIOUS IDENTITY TO HAVING ‘NO RELIGION’

FOR EVERY ONE BRITISH CONVERT FROM ‘NO RELIGION’ TO ANY CHRISTIAN IDENTITY THERE ARE 26 BRITISH NONVERTS FROM A CHRISTIAN IDENTITY TO HAVING ‘NO RELIGION’

20% ‘CRADLE 
NONES’ 
(NOT BROUGHT UP 
IN A RELIGION)

71% CHRISTIAN 
(29% ANGLICAN; 
14% CATHOLIC; 
28% OTHER 
CHRISTIAN)

8% OTHER 
RELIGION

2015 BSA SURVEY ASKED:
IN WHAT RELIGION 
(IF ANY) WERE YOU 

BROUGHT UP?

20%

71%

8%
*‘Nonverts’ are those who were brought up in a religion but now identify as having no religion.

NORWICH IS THE ‘GODLESS CAPITAL’ OF THE UK – 42.5% NO RELIGION (ONS (2013))
BRIGHTON & HOVE CLOSE BEHIND ON 42.4% NO RELIGIONBERLIN IS ‘ATHEIST CAPITAL’ OF EUROPE: 60% NO RELIGION

Sources: BSA (2015) in Bullivant (2017); ONS (2013)
Source: pewrsr.ch/1m0ARSq

*(figures rounded up). Sources: Pew Research; Livepopulation.com; BSA (2015) and FOWID.de

GLOBAL (2015) CHINA (2012) UK (2015) SOUTH KOREA (2012) GERMANY (2016) BRAZIL (2010)

THE SOUTH EAST IS THE MOST NON-RELIGIOUS REGION
SOUTH
EAST

58% 18% 4% 18% 2%
… FOLLOWED BY WALES AND SCOTLAND

WALES

56% 14% 5% 21% 4%

SCOTLAND

55% 1% 14% 26% 3%

NO RELIGION ANGLICAN CATHOLIC OTHER CHRISTIAN NON-CHRISTIAN RELIGION

31%
CHRISTIAN

24% MUSLIM

15% HINDU

23% BUDDHIST
4% MUSLIM
4% OTHER

7% BUDDHIST

7% OTHER

16%
UNAFFILIATED

49%
NO RELIGION

46%
NO RELIGION

8%
UNAFFILIATED

5% OTHER

36%
UNAFFILIATED

43%
CHRISTIAN

29%
CHRISTIAN 57%

CHRISTIAN

87%
CHRISTIAN

2%
 M

USLIM 5% MUSLIM

2%
 OTHER

25%
NO RELIGION

(14.1 MILLION PEOPLE)
48.6%

NO RELIGION
(24.3 MILLION PEOPLE)

53%
NO RELIGION59.3%

CHRISTIAN
(33.2 MILLION PEOPLE)

43%
CHRISTIAN

(17.1% ANGLICAN; 
8.7% ROMAN 

CATHOLIC; 17.2% 
OTHER CHRISTIAN)

41%
CHRISTIAN

(15% ANGLICAN; 
9% ROMAN 

CATHOLIC; 14% 
OTHER CHRISTIAN)

6%
OTHER

4.8%
MUSLIM

1.5%
HINDU

0.8%
SIKH

0.5%
JEWISH

0.4%
BUDDHIST

3.9%
MUSLIM

2%
HINDU

0.9%
SIKH

0.6%
JEWISH

0.3%
BUDDHIST

7.2%
NO ANSWER

INNER
LONDON

31% 10% 12% 20% 28%

INNER LONDON HAS FEWEST NONES AND MOST OTHER RELIGIONS

52%
UNAFFILIATED

22%
FOLK RELIGIONS

18% BUDDHIST

5% CHRISTIAN

3%
 OTHER

FRANCE

UK
GERMANY

ISRAEL

USA

S. KOREA

INDIA

BRAZIL

NIGERIA

EGYPT
PAKISTAN

DO YOU NEED TO BELIEVE 
IN GOD TO BE MORAL?

NO
85%

78%

66%

59%

46%

44%

24%

13%

8%

4%

1%

YES
15%

20%

33%

37%

53%

54%

70%

86%

91%

95%

98%
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EXAMINING RELIGION AND BELIEF: Atheists  Data on Atheists in the UK and beyond
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EXAMINING RELIGION AND BELIEF SECONDARY RE SERIES
Stephen Pett

Examining religion and belief, our latest secondary curriculum book series, is full of practical and ready-to-use resources 
for the secondary RE classroom, covering topics at both KS3 and GCSE level. The series provides information for busy 
teachers, with original source material and contemporary voices, accompanied by thoughtful and imaginative ways 
of using the material in the classroom, to support students in thinking hard and learning lots. Pages for students and 
teachers are indicated to save you time, including an engaging double-page infographic with facts and figures from 
around the world. Each book will aim to cover current controversies with background ideas and how to handle them in 
the classroom.

Each book provides a mix of:

• Thoughtful starting points

• Essential text

• Double-page infographic

• Essential artefact

• Scholarly and contemporary voices

• Current controversies

• Examining the cover arts

Format: 32 page paperback books

£10.00 each

with easy-
to-access
additional 

eResources

EXAMINING RELIGION AND BELIEF

Christians

Editor Stephen Pett

Christian voices on 
gender and racism

INSIDE:

Infographic: Christians 
in the UK and beyond

The Christian minister’s 
in-tray: a unit for 11–14s

Case study: 
Pope Francis

Exploring Resurrection 
in art: Dinah Roe Kendall

Salvation and atonement: 
a unit for 14–16s

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEF: CHRISTIANS
KS3 / KS4

Students will encounter 
contemporary voices looking 
at gender and Christianity, 
and living as a Christian 
teenager as well as scholarly 
opinions on the Old Testament. Christian ideas about 
salvation and atonement are covered in a unit for 
14–16s. You will also have the opportunity to delve 
into essential texts and a case study of a prominent 
Christian figure: Pope Francis. 

Order code: 180302 
ISBN: 9781910261354 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEF: MUSLIMS
KS3 / KS4

The emphasis is on lived faith 
and practice, with an eye on 
requirements for examination 
RS but not solely driven by 
them. Through engaging 
with and encountering Muslim voices, your students 
can deepen their understanding of the world to enable 
personal thinking as well as developing religious 
literacy. Students will encounter original source 
material and contemporary voices, while recognising 
and identifying diversity of views, controversies and 
complexity.

Order code: 170302 
ISBN: 9781910261231 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEF: ATHEISTS
KS3 / KS4

  
This book offers resources 
and ideas for examining 
some of the views and ways 
of living of the ‘non-religious’, 
or ‘nones’, with your students. 
Reflect on what ideas atheists don’t believe in and why, 
as well as exploring some of the positive ways of living 
that are embraced by people living post-religious lives, 
such as those who are active humanists. Students will be 
presented with original source materials, illustrated with 
creative suggestions for using them, to support you in 
examining questions around atheism and ‘unbelief’. 

Order code: 180102 
ISBN: 9781910261286 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

Essential information:  
the Sunni/Shi’a divide

INSIDE:

Infographic:  
data on Muslims in Britain

A week in the mosque:  
a unit for 11–14s

Essential diversity: 
being Sufi

Teenage voices on being 
Muslim in Britain today

Essential beliefs:  
angels in the Qur’an

with easy-
to-access 
additional  

eResources

EXAMINING RELIGION AND BELIEF

Muslims Vol. 2

Editor Stephen Pett

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEF: MUSLIMS 
VOL. 2
KS3 / KS4

This is the second volume 
in the series to explore 
Muslim believing, expressing 
and living. It includes an 
introduction to the Sunni/Shi’a divide, voices of young 
Muslims, and concise introductions to being Sufi 
and angels in the Qur’an. Units on the daily life of a 
mosque and on zakat are featured. This resource aims 
to enable personal reflection as well as to develop 
religious literacy.

Order code: 190202 
ISBN: 9781910261392 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

NEWBEST 
SELLER

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS
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EXAMINING 
RELIGION 
AND BELIEFS: 
CHRISTIANS 
VOLUME 2
KS3 / KS4

This is the second volume 
in the series to look at 
Christianity, offering 
first-hand sources to deepen students’ knowledge 
and understanding. Themes covered also allow 
opportunities for students to consider their own 
ways of thinking and living. 

Order code: 200121 
ISBN: 9781910261606 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEF: SIKHS
KS3 / KS4

This book explores the beliefs, 
practices, traditions, values 
and identities of Sikhs. It is 
representative rather than 
comprehensive, exploring 
a selection of key aspects of a Sikh way of life. Your 
students will be introduced to voices of Sikhs in the 
UK today, explorations of the Guru Granth Sahib, the 
contemporary art of the Singh Twins as well as the 
difference between online perceptions of Sikhs and the 
more diverse reality. Units on becoming Khalsa Sikh and 
Sikh experiences of God are also included.

Order code: 190102 
ISBN: 9781910261378 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEF: JEWS
KS3 / KS4

Explore the diversity of 
the Jewish communities in 
the UK, with a focus on the 
voices from within those 
communities. Teenagers talk 
about what it is to be Jewish in Britain today; Orthodox 
and Progressive Jews talk about the place of prayer 
and the celebration of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, 
and the CEO of Liberal Judaism outlines his tradition. 
Contemporary political issues are approached and 
we feature introductions to the different strands of 
Judaism and to Tanakh and Talmud.

Order code: 190301 
ISBN: 9781910261446 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEF: BUDDHISTS
KS3 / KS4

Practical, flexible ideas and 
resources for exploring 
Buddhist ideas and practices 
with your students. This title 
provides you with a mix of 
original source materials from interviews with ordained 
and lay Buddhists to articles from scholars of Buddhism. 
Students will explore images of the Buddha, a key 
Buddhist text as well as receiving an introduction to the 
spread and diversity of Buddhist traditions.

Order code: 180202 
ISBN: 9781910261323 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

EXAMINING 
RELIGION AND 
BELIEFS: HINDUS
KS3 / KS4

This book offers authentic, 
first-hand sources, creative 
ideas and resources for 
deepening students’ 
encounter with Hindus and 
Hinduism. Designed to be flexible and practical, for you 
to use and adapt in your classroom.

Order code: 190304 
ISBN: 9781910261514 
Format: 32 page paperback book

£10.00

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

NEW

NEW

Get the entire Examining 
Religion and Belief series 
for only £80

For exceptional subject 
knowledge, why not get 
the entire collection of 
Examining Religion and 
Belief curriculum books 
on special offer? 
Order code: 200137 
Format: 9 x 32 page paperback books

£80

Comparing Buddhist and 
secular mindfulness

INSIDE:

Infographic: Buddhists 
in the UK and beyond

Exploring the arhat and 
Bodhisattva paths: a unit 
for 14–16s

Being a Buddhist nun in UK 
and Nepal: a unit for 11–14s

with easy-
to-access 
additional  

eResources

EXAMINING RELIGION AND BELIEF

Buddhists

Editor Stephen Pett

COMING SOON: Big Questions in Classrooms
The new termly curriculum series from RE 
Today is part of a wider project called Big 
Questions in Classrooms, funded by the 
Templeton World Charity Foundation. 
Each book takes a topic or theme that is a regular part of 
RE and explores it from the perspective of two disciplines. 
In the most interactive and cross-subject series to date, 
pupils will encounter and explore a range of disciplines: 
including theology, sociology, psychology, natural sciences 
and philosophy. 

Series title: Challenging Knowledge in RE

Book 1: Studying God

• This book looks at God from the perspective of theology 
and psychology. 

• Experts introduce the disciplines – the  
questions asked, the methods used, the  
findings and the ways of evaluating these.

• Students have a chance to replicate the psychology 
research and compare their findings. 

Book 2: Studying Worldviews

• This book offers a diverse range of examples of people 
with religious and non-religious worldviews. 

• Investigate worldviews using sociology and religious 
studies. 

• Examine how sociologists understand religion, and 
students investigate data on whether religiosity declines 
as societies become wealthier. 

• Use methods from religious studies to explore the 
overlap between the worldviews of people within 
dharmic communities in the West Midlands.

INCLUDED  

FREE WITH A  

NATRE MEMBERSHIP

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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EXPLORING ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS: A POSTER  
PACK FOR RE
Stephen Pett, Si Smith (Illustrator) 
KS3 / KS4 / 16–19s

        
Due to popular demand for the cover art of the Essential RE series, we 
created this poster pack of all 12 original artworks. The accompanying 
guidebook and additional downloads of each individual illustration aim 
to stimulate deep thinking and discussion, and philosophical and creative 
responses. 

Themes include: 

• God

• Being Human

• Hope

• Truth

• Spirit

• Happiness

• Living

• Good and Evil

• Society

• Origins and Destiny

• Freedom

• Expressing

These artworks cover 12 essential concepts that are both at the heart of 
religious and non-religious worldviews, and also of central value for getting 
pupils to think about their own understanding of themselves and the world 
around them. These concepts reflect the self-understanding of different 
faith communities but are also of importance to people who are not part of 
a faith community, or are in a different faith/belief tradition. Each artwork 
makes the move from everyday concepts as they make sense in pupils’ lives, 
to specific religious understandings.

The pack comes with an accompanying guidebook offering 42 ways to use 
them with 11–19s and free electronic access to these images so that they can 
easily be used in your classroom.

Format: 12 A3 posters, 24 page paperback guidebook 
Order code: 170310 
ISBN: 9781910261262

£27.50

Exploring  

essential concepts: 

a poster pack for RE

Art by

Si Smith

Written by

Stephen 

Pett

RE Today

RE Today
© Si Smith

RE Today

© Si Smith

RE Today
© Si Smith

RE Today
© Si Smith

FREE document to  
link to GCSE themes!
We have listed the units provided in each book of the Essential RE 
series under the GCSE theme they link to. We have also listed them by 
the religion and beliefs they cover.

Download our free flyer to access them!

www.retoday.org.uk/school-support/publications/samples/exploring-
essential-concepts/

ESSENTIAL RE SECONDARY SERIES
Stephen Pett

This series of secondary curriculum books examines 12 key 
concepts that are both at the heart of religions and also of 
central value for the personal development of students. Each 
book explores the concept from a range of religious and 
non-religious perspectives, providing a wealth of ideas and 
resources for your RE classroom.

The series features original artwork with ideas of how to use 
it in the classroom, and each volume includes a focus on a 
topical artefact. 

Full details of each title can be found on our 
webshop: shop.retoday.org.uk

Additional downloads are available to 
NATRE members.

Format: 32 page paperback books

£10.00 each

Essential RE: God 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 130307 
ISBN: 9781905893775

Essential RE: Being Human 
KS3 / KS4

    
Order code: 140102 
ISBN: 9781905893867

Essential RE: Hope 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 140206 
ISBN: 9781905893898

Essential RE: Truth 
KS3 / KS4

  
Order code: 140302 
ISBN: 9781905893911

Essential RE: Spirit 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 150102 
ISBN: 9781905893997

Essential RE: Freedom 
KS3 / KS4

    
Order code: 170101 
ISBN: 9781910261095

Essential RE: Happiness 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 150202 
ISBN: 9781910261026

Essential RE: Living 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 150302 
ISBN: 9781910261040

Essential RE: Good and Evil 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 160125 
ISBN: 9781910261125

Essential RE: Society 
KS3 / KS4

  
Order code: 160205 
ISBN: 9781910261149

Essential RE: Origins and Destiny 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 160328 
ISBN: 9781910261071

Essential RE: Expressing 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 170202 
ISBN: 9781910261217
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12 books 
hund r ed s  
o f  i d e a s !

Bundle  
offer

Get the whole series —  

12 books for £95

Save over £20

Links to  

GCSE themes

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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QUESTIONS: SECONDARY RE SERIES
Stephen Pett

Each book in this series gives four high-quality units of 
compelling learning to teachers in accessible, easy-to-
use ways. Each unit includes original stimulus materials 
and innovative classroom activities for 11–16s, integrated 
assessment opportunities and suggestions for meeting the 
needs of a range of abilities.

Full details of each title and sample pages can  
be found on our webshop: shop.retoday.org.uk

Additional downloads are available to NATRE members.

Format: 32 page paperback books

£9.50 each

Questions: Beliefs and Teachings 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 0934 
ISBN: 9781905893317

Questions: Muslims 
KS3 / KS4

Order code: 100102 
ISBN: 9781905893348

Questions: Ways of Living 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 100203 
ISBN: 9781905893379

Questions: Hindus 
KS3 / KS4

Order code: 100302 
ISBN: 9781905893393

Questions: Expressing Meaning 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 110102 
ISBN: 9781905893478

Questions: Jewish People 
KS3 / KS4

Order code: 110206 
ISBN: 9781905893522

Exploring science and Christian belief  |  Ages 11-18

Kate Christopher

GOD AND THE BIG BANG
Kate Christopher 
KS3 / KS4 / 16–19s

 

Developments and discoveries in science are often cited as the 
reason for decline in religious belief. Is religion directly challenged by 
science, or are science and faith simply operating in different spheres? 
Scientific knowledge is often presented as the only reliable form 
of information, yet for people of faith religion provides answers to 
questions they feel science cannot.

God and the Big Bang provides:

• practical, classroom-ready activities, resources and teaching 
ideas

• interviews from astrophysicists and neuroscientists, evolutionary 
biologists and psychologists who are Christian 

• connections between ethical questions addressed by 
contemporary science

• five units covering KS3–5

Format: 36 page A4 paperback and DVD 
Order code: 160330 
ISBN: 9781910261088

£25.00 £16.50

THE INFOGRAPHIC BIBLE
Harper Collins – Karen Sawrey 
KS3 / KS4 / 16–19s

The Infographic Bible shows you the Bible as you have never seen it 
before, using powerful infographics, with data sourced by experts in 
their fields, to communicate the key biblical themes and narratives. It 
focuses on the meta narrative, the key points of the major stories and 
themes, to give the reader insight into the bigger story and help you 
understand the complex or abstract themes in a relevant way.

Through revealing the ancient traditions, showing connections 
between Old and New Testament themes, and profiling important 
characters, the reader is left with a deeper and more memorable 
interpretation of the scriptures.

Format: 224 page hardback book 
Order code: 190214 
ISBN: 9780007554614

£25.00

“The Infographic Bible is a fabulous resource for RE 
teachers. It offers a different way of approaching the 

Bible narrative, in a way that will be engaging and 
(thought-provoking) for pupils. It presents an opportunity 

for comparing infographics with text versions of 
stories and shows how concepts develop within the 

Bible narrative and the frequency of occurrence 
of key figures and themes. A great purchase!”

Questions: Identity and Diversity 
KS3 / KS4

  
Order code: 110302 
ISBN: 9781905893560

Questions: Christians 
KS3 / KS4

Order code: 120114 
ISBN: 9781905893577

Questions: Meaning, Purpose and Truth 
KS3 / KS4

  
Order code: 120206 
ISBN: 9781905893607

Questions: Buddhists 
KS3 / KS4

Order code: 120303 
ISBN: 9781905893638

Questions: Values and Commitments 
KS3 / KS4

   
Order code: 130102 
ISBN: 9781905893720

Questions: Sikhs 
KS3 / KS4

Order code: 130204 
ISBN: 9781905893744

BEST 
SELLER

ADDITIONAL 
DOWNLOADS

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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UNDERSTANDING CHRISTIANITY
The exciting Understanding Christianity training and resource offers a clear, coherent and inspiring 
approach to teaching and learning about Christianity in school RE for 4–14-year-olds. 

What does training give you?

Primary: Subject leaders, senior leaders and/or classroom teachers will receive 15 hours of CPD to improve 
subject knowledge of the concepts and ‘big story of the Bible’, support planning, embed understanding of the 
pedagogy and introduce teaching and learning within this resource. The training will be spread over several 
sessions with delegates trying out the approach, cascading the training and trialling the teaching and 
learning. This is often delivered as one session per term over three terms.

Secondary: Secondary teachers will receive seven hours of training introducing the pedagogy, concepts, 
‘big story of the Bible’ and showcasing examples of teaching and learning, usually delivered in a single day. 
Implementing Understanding Christianity at KS3 will lay down excellent foundations for further study at 
GCSE and beyond.

Become an Understanding Christianity accredited trainer: Qualify as an accredited trainer to run training 
courses for schools in your region. The course is split over two days and you will be provided with all the 
outlines and resources you need to promote, book and run training sessions for schools.

Book your place on the Understanding Christianity training to receive:

• high-quality CPD from its editor and writers, or an accredited trainer

• a 60 page Teacher’s Handbook

• 29 full units of work, from Foundation Stage 2 through to Year 9

• introductory booklets for each phase

• over 150 photocopiable resource sheets

• the Big Frieze illustration, setting the concepts  
within a wider biblical context (see below)

• online access to additional materials and support

GOAL:  
Pupils are able to make 

sense of texts and 
varied interpretations, 

to understand the 
impact of beliefs in the 
lives of Christians, and 

to make connections 
to wider learning 

and to themselves.

So, we’ve identified eight core concepts 
at the heart of Christianity that pupils 

need to understand. These concepts 
tell the ‘big story’ of the Bible.

Pupils will encounter 
these concepts a number 

of times as they move 
through the school. 

They build up their 
understanding – we’ve 
identified ‘knowledge 

building blocks’ related 
to each concept. 

BUILDING 
BLOCKS

Pupils will encounter these concepts, 
and teachers will teach them through 

key questions, using a model with 
three elements. This develops pupils’ 

abilities to make sense of texts related 
to the core concepts, to understand the 
impact of belief in these concepts in the 

lives of Christians and the Christian 
community, and to make connections 

beyond the concepts with other learning, 
including pupils’ own responses. 

Each pupil’s 
development in these 

three elements is 
assessed against end-

of-phase outcomes. 

OUTCOMES

The Understanding Christianity 
Resource Pack offers support 

to develop teachers’ confidence 
with the subject content. It 
also provides a wide range 
of classroom learning ideas 
and resources to enable and 

deepen pupils’ learning. 

RESULT: 
Greater religious and  
theological literacy.

INTRODUCTION TO THE UNDERSTANDING CHRISTIANITY APPROACH 

To find out more go to www.understandingchristianity.org.uk and  
www.retoday.org.uk/courses to see the latest training dates near you!

 Copyright © 2016 Emma Yarlett

To place an order visit shop.retoday.org.uk Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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ONLINE TRAINING
If you struggle to get time out of the classroom for CPD, our after-school webinars are the 
perfect solution! Our high-quality online training sessions are one hour long, and usually run 
from 4–5 pm. Simply log in at school or from the comfort of your own home and access  
high-quality training without the hassle of travel and arranging cover. 

PRIMARY
• Meaningful and manageable 

assessment

• Five thought-provoking 
ideas for RE

• Teaching about Easter

• Using story in primary RE

• Teaching about Islam

• Christmas: beyond Santa 
and sheep

SECONDARY
• Handling key Christian 

concepts 

• Teaching about Sunni and 
Shi’ah Islam 

• Revising the KS3 curriculum

• What is religion?

• British Values and the rule 
of law

• RE learning and the brain

Whether you’re looking to freshen up your RE teaching ideas or equip a new subject leader with 
the skills and knowledge required, here at RE Today we have everything you need.

We have a range of professional development courses – from one-hour online sessions to a full day of completely bespoke 
training – suitable for anyone who is wanting to increase their knowledge, confidence and expertise. With over 65 years of 
classroom experience and 50 years of training under their belts between them, our team of RE advisers are national experts 
in their field. They specialise in delivering high-quality CPD, publications, resources and consultancy. 

Every training session will provide you with practical and creative classroom-ready ideas to take away and use immediately. 

We can work with you to make your CPD training work for your school, academy, MAT, LA or diocese.

We can help you with:

• all aspects of RE from EYFS to A level

• developing your subject knowledge

• assessment in RE

• enhancing your teaching skills

• building your confidence to teach RE

• raising the profile of RE in your school

• keeping up-to-date with changes in RE

Call or email to find out more 
and tell us what you need. 
We’re here to help!
Please email: chris@retoday.org.uk

“ A thoroughly enjoyable experience 
and adds another exciting dimension 
to teaching and learning – from the 
comfort of your home. What’s not to 
love?! What a brilliant concept and 
delivery. More please!”

Ellie Olmer, RE teacher and trainer

To see our full range of support, 
download your FREE Course and 
Consultancy directory here:  
www.retoday.org.uk/consultancy

To find out more please visit  
www.retoday.org.uk/courses

To find out more visit www.retoday.org.uk/courses Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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Cheaper than  
attending  

CPD events

No travelling!  
Just log in  
and learn

High-quality RE 
CPD, regardless 

of budget

Attend webinars 
and keep your 

CPD progressing

Share expertise 
and subject 
knowledge

Delivered by  
exceptional  
RE advisers



“ Lots of versatile, 
practical activities to use 
in the classroom. Very 
up-to-date and relevant.”

ONE-DAY CPD COURSES
Our courses run across the country throughout the year. They 
are for newly qualified as well as experienced teachers and any 
teaching staff with a responsibility for, or interest in, RE.

We’re always developing new courses and refreshing our 
existing training in response to requests, research and interest. 
The most popular primary and secondary courses are:

SECONDARY ONE DAY COURSES
Courses are typically 
£205 and include lunch, 
refreshments and 
downloadable versions of all 
presentations and handouts. 
Huge discounts and even 
free courses* are available 
to NATRE members.
*Dependent on membership package.

Keep up-to-date with all courses 
throughout 2020-2021 at  
www.retoday.org.uk/courses 

If we don’t have a course near 
you, why not host a course and 
gather RE teachers from other 
schools to join you?  
To find out more:

Call: 0121 458 3313 
Email: chris@retoday.org.uk 

“ Excellent range of 
techniques and topics 
with specs. Very 
relaxed atmosphere.”

RE: INTENT, 
IMPLEMENTATION 
AND IMPACT
This course will help you to think 
about how RE in your school is 
structured using Ofsted terminology 
and support schools to think about 
their curriculum in the light of 
Ofsted research. 

The course will also give teachers 
numerous practical and ready-to-use 
ideas to implement with the 4-11 age 
range in RE.

 4–11    6 hours 

HELP! I’M THE RE 
SUBJECT LEADER
One of our most popular courses, 
which provides the knowledge and 
confidence to be an effective and 
inspirational RE subject leader. 

The course is designed to give 
practical activities to develop 
understanding of RE, and to build 
leadership and management skills to 
lead RE effectively in a school setting 
and equip other staff members 
who are not confident in teaching 
RE. The focus is on creative task 
setting and leadership, it looks at 
the purposes and aims of RE and 
legal requirements.

 4–11    6 hours 

TEACHING 3 RELIGIONS 

    
This course addresses practical 
ways  of learning about and from 
three religions. 

Improve subject knowledge and 
work through a variety of engaging 
and effective strategies for learning 
as well as ensuring progression in 
teaching of these religions. Build 
confidence in tackling challenging 
topics and leave with new resources 
and ideas to support creative, visual, 
active and enquiry-based learning 
for children aged 5-11.

Two courses are available and cover: 

1. Christianity, Islam and Judaism
2. Christianity, Hinduism and 

Sikhism

 5–11    6 hours 

PRACTICAL PRIMARY RE
Inspirational and practical ideas for 
teaching 4-11s. 

Attendees receive a series of 
strategies that can be adapted or 
adopted to teach in their classroom. 
Look at how to build pupils’ 
knowledge, how to use RE to inspire, 
and develop cross-curricular skills to 
make RE links in other subjects. Take 
away resources to use the next day in 
the classroom.

 4–11    6 hours

RE: INTENT, 
IMPLEMENTATION 
AND IMPACT
This course will help you to think 
about how RE in your school is 
structured using Ofsted terminology 
and support schools to think about 
their curriculum in the light of 
Ofsted research. 

The course will also give teachers 
numerous practical and ready-to-use 
ideas to implement with the 11-16 age 
range in RE.

 11–16    6 hours 

THE RE UPDATE

  
This wide-ranging course gives 
fresh classroom ideas and materials 
to meet the needs of current 
issues in teaching RE, SMSCD and 
British values. 

We will look at:

• GCSE learning ideas for Christian 
and Muslim beliefs

• current thinking on KS3 
assessment and achievement 

• building the status of the subject in 
your school

 14–16    6 hours

GCSE RS
Our GCSE training course meets 
the requirements of all four English 
exam boards (AQA, OCR, Eduqas 
and Edexcel). 

We focus on how to meet the need for 
increased subject knowledge while 
employing creative and engaging 
lesson approaches. Most importantly, 
it will support subject knowledge and 
offer attendees the space to think 
how they can engineer meaningful 
and challenging learning experiences 
for their class, create a sense of 
coherence and ask questions that 
really matter.

 14–16    6 hours 

HELP! I’M A SECONDARY  
NON-SPECIALIST RE 
TEACHER
Teaching RE to secondary pupils is a 
wonderful opportunity, but we know 
that it can be daunting if this is not a 
teacher’s specialism. 

They’re busy and, let’s be honest, 
perhaps a little worried about the 
trickier topics or questions that 
could arise. This course is designed 
to give attendees confidence to teach 
great RE lessons from Years 7 to 11, 
including tips on dealing with GCSE 
RS. The workshop will help develop 
a sound understanding of RE in the 
secondary curriculum. Practical 
activities and resources will help the 
planning and delivery of engaging RE 
lessons, along with suggestions for 
easy and effective ways to develop 
subject knowledge. 

 11–16    6 hours 

“ It was amazing, I 
picked up so much 
useful info!”

Email sales@retoday.org.uk   Call 0121 458 3313
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Visit www.retoday.org.uk/consultancy to read case studies and find out more.

If any of this would be of help, get in touch – we’d love to hear from you. Email 
your enquiry to chris@retoday.org.uk and be put in touch with an adviser.

RE AUDIT
We will work with your RE department or subject leader to do full audit: 
where you excel and where you can improve. We’ll visit you at your 
school, help you develop and implement your improvement plan, and 
keep in touch with follow-up contact to see how you’re getting on and 
provide any additional pointers you need.

HOST A TRAINING DAY IN YOUR AREA
Share the cost of a day of training by signing up other schools in your 
area. Many of our training days are for clusters of schools working 
in collaboration to bring excellent RE to their area, and making their 
budgets go further.

INTERNATIONAL
We work with a number of schools and organisations overseas. Our 
team has delivered training in France, Germany, Cyprus, New Zealand 
and Hong Kong. We support international clients in bringing the world-
renowned high-quality UK education to their classrooms.

Our team is also able to support international organisations tailor their 
resources for the UK education system and marketplace. 

What can we do to help 
you and your RE?
Our team of RE advisers are specialists in the breadth 
and requirements of RE. We provide RE services in 
all types of schools – primary, secondary, middle, 
academies, free, independent and Church schools – as 
well as working with LAs, dioceses, SACREs and HE 
institutions to revise locally agreed syllabuses, deliver 
training across an LA or diocese, offer support and 
advice to SACREs and deliver training to ITTs. 

Our team can work with you to design a tailor-
made training day to fit your school’s needs. Any of 
our day courses can be run in your school for your 
department or whole school staff. 

INSET DAYS
Ask us to run your Inset days for your school 
or RE department. We can cover any theme, 
including: 

• subject knowledge

• teaching and learning activities

• assessment

• SMSCD

• British Values

Our advisers will work with you to tailor your 
training to the needs of your school and staff, and 
to build a high-quality training programme that 
will boost your staff’s confidence and knowledge.

PUPIL DAYS
Our pupil days can be tailored to meet the 
requirements of any type of school; they can be 
tailored for a specific year group or key stage, 
and can be co-ordinated across multiple schools, 
including across a MAT. We can deliver an 
existing package, or work with you to create a 
bespoke day to meet your requirements. Here are 
some examples of what we deliver:

• ‘Respect for all’ gives children and young 
people an opportunity to have a say about 
religions and belief and promoting respect 
for all.

• ‘What is religion anyway?’ explores religion 
with Years 5 and 6.

• ‘Fischy music’ supports emotional, social and 
spiritual well-being in children through song 
(SMSCD and RE).

• ‘Body and soul’ covers relationships and sex 
education (PSHE and RE).

• ‘God and the Big Bang’ explores questions of 
science and religion with secondary pupils 
(science and RE).

Diocesan RE conferences

Interactive Webinars

In-school CPD days

SLT Training

Understanding Christianity rollouts

“ It was really good to see teachers and 
TAs for all our local schools getting 
inspired and full of ideas for RE.”

Rani Sandhu, subject leader

“ These huge RE events 
boosted morale as well as 
confidence. It generates 
a fantastic buzz when 
schools respond in 
such good numbers. A 
carefully planned day of 
rich resources.”

Ann Welsh, RE adviser
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Professional developmentProfessional development
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